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A message from PwC
Despite entering the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in a better position than the credit crisis, the Financial Services (FS) industry is under growing pressure than before to navigate new and
increased risks, as well as support society through this uncertain period. The geopolitical environment remains challenging, and social and climate-related risks are driving a new agenda to how
customers act, how employees are motivated and what investors will spend their money on, forcing a change in strategic focus. The disruptive influence of emerging technologies and new
entrants continues, alongside mounting cost and margin pressures and increasing regulation.
These disruptive forces are also driving a change in how Internal Audit (IA) and other assurance functions act. There is a conflicting demand on IA functions to demonstrate adequate assurance
coverage, while delivering insight and value, in an increasingly “real-time” manner. At the same time, Audit Committees are demanding a complete view of risk coverage by their assurance
functions, and to see coordination between these functions.
This paper seeks to provide you with PwC’s view on the market issues impacting the financial services industry in 2021 and beyond, collated through our own experiences and input from our
subject matter experts. This document is structured into specific sections, considering macro and micro risks. The micro risks are themed into topics, namely Business Resilience, Financial
Crime, Change Risk, Conduct Risk, Technology Risk and Workforce Risk. In addition, we have included specific Asset and Wealth Management, Banking and Capital Markets as well as
Insurance industry areas of focus. This year we have highlighted a few examples where data analytics and technology can be used to aid assurance functions to address the risks of any given
topic.
We encourage you to use this paper in your risk assessment process to identify relevant topics for incorporation into your assurance plan, as well as wider themes that can be reported to
stakeholders at the end of the year. We hope this paper is a useful tool to enable you to keep your eye on the horizon.
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Macro Risks
The world in which we live continues to change at a rapid pace. Not just in terms of technology, but also in terms of societal change. Beliefs and priorities continue to evolve,
and businesses have to keep up with what is important to their customers or they will become irrelevant. Customers now act on their priorities in a way that has never happened
before, moving to the businesses or services that relate to them the most. Social media has played a large part in this change of behaviour, as well as regulations and
technology that have increased the ease to move services.

Impact of COVID- 19

So what issues are front and centre of customers moving into next year?
●

Reputation and purpose are increasingly important for customers in every industry
○ 83% of customers believe banks have a moral obligation to help society during the crisis*
○ The BLM movement has re-emphasised the lack of significant movement on the inclusion and diversity agenda. Although there has been growing effort
from organisations, there has been little material change in the diversity of firms, and pay gaps. Whilst organisations talk about diversity, there is
continued agreement that opportunities are still not equal for all.
○ Climate risk is becoming a critical factor in how customers spend and save their money. This is also impacting how stakeholders invest. Green
credentials are fast becoming a key opportunity for FS organisations, whilst the risks associated with climate change are significant, particularly for
the insurance industry.

●
○

○

Digitalisation has changed behaviours and is now changing how we work
Changes in customer behaviour, that might otherwise have taken years, have occurred in a matter of weeks as a result of COVID-19. Even customers
who had previously resisted change have adjusted their habits. Organisations that deliver the most complete and effective digital experience, and
support their customers through this transition, will be the biggest winners.
Through the pandemic, staff have become accustomed to working from home, and performing unfamiliar tasks, such as supplementing contact centre
staff, to cope with spikes in demand. Organisations must assess the advantage of formalising this arrangement on a permanent basis. A more
decentralised workforce is likely to reduce the cost of providing central premises. It may also become more economical to return back-office functions
to Ireland. Remote working opportunities might also help to attract elusive tech talent.

As COVID-19 heaps pressure on revenue growth and increases credit losses, navigating this near-zero rate environment in Ireland will be even more difficult given
the global economic downturn. At the same time uncertainty surrounding Brexit continues, regulation remains an intensive burden on FS organisations, and the
need to invest in technology and the workforce of the future remains paramount to long term success. In the absence of opportunities to substantially improve the
top line, cost reduction is the only lever available to improve financial performance. Organisations will therefore need to transform their cost base while still providing
positive customer and employee outcomes, and helping society through a particularly challenging time. By concentrating on cost and being clear on their purpose,
businesses can emerge from this new crisis leaner and even more focused.

Uncertain economic
outlook

Digitisation

Changing customer
attitudes

Heightened focus on
ESG (D)

Regulatory pressure

Never before have businesses had to tackle so many macro economic, geopolitical and social risks at the same time. Never before has Internal Audit’s role in
addressing these risks been so important for the business.
Brexit

* Strategy& publication: Where next for Banking?

Evolving workforce of
the future
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Irish economic outlook
The COVID-19 pandemic has been sudden, sharp and had a wide-ranging impact. The lack of clarity on early cases meant that the upswing in cases came rapidly for many countries, which meant that businesses and individuals
did not have time to prepare. The quarter on quarter decline in GDP we have experienced was far greater than anytime in living memory, which means that for many businesses survival is a pressing issue. And, finally, the
pandemic was and continues to be unprecedented which meant that the only point of reference for businesses was to keep up-to-date and learn from other businesses and countries.
This year the Irish economic outlook will be inevitably dominated by the pandemic. Given the high level of uncertainty surrounding the Irish economic outlook, we devise two plausible scenarios which could also help with
businesses planning for the future.
Our illustrative COVID-19 scenarios reflect a range of likely outcomes following the Irish government’s phased approach to lifting and reinstituting lockdown restrictions and the re-opening of non-essential retailers, hotels,
restaurants and other high-street businesses. The subsequent trajectory of the disease is dependent on the success of these non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs), e.g. whether lockdowns need to be re-imposed locally, and
the introduction of other NPIs or pharmaceutical interventions at a later date (i.e. treatment or vaccines). Specifically, the scenarios are described below as follows:
● Smooth Exit: Gradual lifting of non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) does not result in a significant further rise in cases. Cases continue to occur but at a lower level.
● Bumpy Exit: Lifting of NPIs results in a subsequent rise in cases, requiring NPIs to be reintroduced to bring cases back to a lower level.
Projections show that Irish GDP for 2020 will contract significantly, when FDI output is removed. The chart below shows the drop in GDP up to the end of Q2 2020 (Source: CSO Ireland). In the medium-term, we expect the
recovery profile to follow a ‘kinked V’ i.e. one where there is a fast growth in the beginning phase of opening up the economy but then gradually slowing over time, so that output is recovering but still lower than before
pre-pandemic trend levels by the end of 2021.

So what are the three key trends we expect to see in the next few months?

●

●

●

Higher levels of unemployment. Lower levels of demand in the economy and the gradual phasing out of the pandemic
unemployment scheme means that some sectors will inevitably have to cut back on their workforce e.g. in the hospitality
and leisure sectors.
Businesses will inevitably need to adapt to the new ways of operating with or without COVID-19. The pandemic has
accelerated long-term trends such as automation, for example in sectors such as retail, transport and manufacturing.
This means that demand for digital skills and transferable skills such as creativity, critical thinking, interpersonal
communication and leadership skills will become more important as technology advances.
With any crisis opportunities arise. One area where we expect to see more emphasis in the future is in the new and
growing sectors of the economy to drive the recovery, particularly on green growth and the Net Zero Agenda. Another
area of opportunity could be the sale of distressed assets which could be targeted by businesses that are cash rich and
have ample levels of liquidity.
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Regulator business plan update
European Banking Authority (EBA)
The EBA strategic priorities for 2021 have recently been published and are as
follows::
●
Supporting deployment of the risk reduction package and the
implementation of effective resolution tools
●
Reviewing and upgrading the EU-wide EBA stress testing framework
●
Becoming an integrated EU data hub, leveraging on the enhanced
technical capability for performing flexible and comprehensive analyses
●
Contributing to the sound development of financial innovation and
operational resilience in the financial sector
●
Building the infrastructure in the EU to lead, coordinate and monitor
AML/CFT supervision
●
Providing the policies for factoring in and managing ESG risks.
In addition there were two horizontal priorities for european policies:
●
●

Establishing a culture of sound and effective governance and good
conduct in financial institutions
Addressing the aftermath of COVID-19

These objectives have been considered and discussed in more detail as well as
what, if anything, IA functions should be focussing on to assist firms in preparing
for over the horizon impact of regulatory change.
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Central Bank of Ireland (CBI)
The CBI continues to be aligned with European regulators and it can be expected that EU cooperation will
continue. The following strategic themes were outlined in the CBI strategic plan 2019-2021::
●
Strengthening Resilience: With a desired outcome that the financial system is better able to
withstand external shocks and future crises. This will be done by delivering effective
supervision of firms and markets that can pose a threat to financial stability to ensure they are
well managed and financially sound. The CBI will continue to address existing vulnerabilities
and weaknesses remaining from the financial crisis, particularly relating to mortgage arrears
and non-performing loans.
●
Brexit: Brexit presents one of the most significant challenges for Ireland with risks posed to the
economy, financial system, regulatory environment and the protection of consumers. The CBI
will continue to conduct research and analysis the potential risks arising to enhance the
regulatory tools and supervisory approaches to ensure that the wider financial stability, market
and conduct risks associated with Brexit. The plan to ensure that regulated firms are
appropriately prepared for the full range of Brexit scenarios and are safeguarding the interests
of their customers as well as provide robust and effective authorisation process of all firms
seeking authorisation.
●
Strengthening Consumer Protection: The CBI will strengthen their approach to conduct risk
regulation, setting our expectations, and challenging the firms and markets that they supervise.
They are focussing on culture of firms and individual accountability of the people who run the
firms as well as supporting the fight against financial crime.
●
Engaging and Influencing: They plan to work closely with other bodies, as well as engaging
with and listening to the wider public and other stakeholders in Ireland. They actively contribute
to European System of Central Banks/Eurosystem policy-making through strategic
engagement at key European System of Central Banks/Eurosystem Committees.
●
Enhancing Organisational Capability: The CBI want their culture, resources and capabilities
support the effective and efficient delivery of their mandate whilst maintaining the highest
standards of governance and risk management.

October 2020
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UK Regulator business plan update
In addition to the Irish and wider European regulatory environment, the UK regulators have issued their business plans which will impact firms with UK operations.

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
In its Business Plan 2020/21, published on 7 April 2020, the FCA underscores the
impact COVID-19 is having on the short-to-medium term regulatory agenda. The FCA’s
four priorities for the next three years are all heavily influenced by the impact of
COVID-19, with a focus on protecting consumers, particularly the vulnerable,
disrupting attempts from financial criminals to take advantage of the pandemic
and remaining operationally resilient.
The FCA identifies four medium-term priorities: consumer credit, payments, fair
value in a digital age, and consumer investment decisions.
●

●

●

●

On payments, the FCA is concerned that COVID-19 could impact firms’ financial
strength, and consumers’ access to cash and services. It expects firms to
minimise the risk and impact of fraud and operational incidents, and will increase
its focus on firms’ systems and controls.
On consumer credit, the FCA will focus on reducing over-indebtedness,
increasing awareness of alternatives to high-cost credit, empowering
customers to better manage their debts, and making products more
informative so customers can clearly understand features.
On value, the FCA wants to protect consumers (particularly the vulnerable) from
the risks of poor value products and services, which it argues could be
exacerbated in the current environment. It also notes that COVID-19 could
accelerate digital development, which may ‘disenfranchise’ vulnerable customers.
On investment decision-making, the FCA identifies significant risk of harm, driven
in part by the consumer responsibility for complex investment decisions created by
the 2015 pension reforms, as well as recent market volatility. It wants to ensure
firms have higher standards of governance and a stronger grip over their
distribution chains. The FCA also plans to start assessing suitability of
decumulation advice.

Beyond COVID-19, the FCA continues to prioritise climate change, technology,
operational resilience, financial crime and culture. However, a clear message from the
business plan is that COVID-19 has further reinforced the importance of: treating
consumers and small businesses fairly, disrupting attempts from financial criminals to
take advantage of the pandemic, and remaining operationally resilient in order to
provide essential services to the economy.
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Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA)
In its Business Plan 2020/21, published on 9 April 2020, the PRA identifies a number of emerging risks it
intends to continue to devote resources to over the next year, such as climate change and operational
resilience, as well as highlighting plans around a range of policy and supervisory activities. The PRA
recognises dealing with the impact of COVID-19 places constraints on firms’ capacity and resources (this has
even led to the PRA being forced to reassess its own plans for the coming year). However, it still expects
firms to meet their ongoing responsibilities and requirements, and remains focused on a number of
cross-sector issues.
The PRA identifies the following key priorities:
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

Operational resilience - Given the current environment, it should come as no surprise that the PRA
continues to prioritise operational resilience, focussing on firms’ ability to meet its existing requirements,
and to discuss firms’ readiness to comply with the new impact tolerance requirements set out in the
December 2019 consultation paper.
Financial resilience - The PRA continues to develop its approach to financial resilience for banks. As
part of this, it will keep assessing the adequacy of banks’ capital and liquidity resources, review the
quality and management of assets (in particular illiquid assets), and finalise its approach to setting PRA
buffers for new banks.
EU Withdrawal - Responding to Brexit features in the PRA’s plan, with a particular focus on
authorising and supervising EEA branches and subsidiaries in the UK and working with HMT to
develop the UK’s post-Brexit regulatory framework.
Climate Risk - The PRA makes clear that climate change poses significant risks to the economy and to
the financial system, and these risks are in need of action today. It intends to take stock of the
responses to its discussion paper on its climate risk 2021 stress testing biennial exploratory scenario,
and to announce its views on the way forward later in 2020
LIBOR - The PRA reminds firms that, together with the BoE and the FCA, it expects to step up its
engagement to assess their transition progress ahead of the overall end of 2021 final deadline
Mitigating systemic insurance risk - The regulator wants internationally active insurers to start
implementing the recently-approved ComFrame and Holistic Framework for the assessment and
mitigation of systemic risk in the sector. Insurers that are focusing more on capital and balance sheet
optimisation are likely to see greater supervisory scrutiny ensuring these activities do not reduce overall
levels of financial resilience or policyholder protection. In addition, the PRA will continue to review firms’
risk management and governance of illiquid internally rated assets, and to monitor internal model drift to
ensure that firms remain adequately capitalised.
FinTech - The PRA identifies RegTech, FinTech, and its approach to firms' use of AI and machine
learning as topics of ongoing focus. Many firms are increasingly embracing these technologies and it
will be important to factor the developing regulatory approach into these plans.
October 2020
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The impact of COVID-19
An effective approach to horizon scanning plays a key role in an organisation’s risk strategy and controls in the short, medium and longer term.
There are two key risk considerations that organisations need to take into account as they move out of this crisis to safeguard themselves now and when further regulatory scrutiny is applied in the future:
1.
2.

Navigating the evolving risk landscape: How confident are you today and over the next 12-24 months that your risks are fully understood, controlled effectively and that you won’t be
subject to an unexpected loss or miss out on vital business opportunities?
Standing up to future scrutiny: In a year’s time, when subjected to regulatory or government scrutiny, will you be able to show evidence to prove you have treated customers fairly and
discharged your fitness and probity (or SEAR should it come into force) responsibilities properly?

Risk Management and Internal Audit functions need to play a key part in enabling organisations to manage these two challenges and to put in place the right response:

Navigating the evolving risk landscape

Standing up to future scrutiny

Putting in place the right response

Key priorities in developing an effective response will be:

Key priorities in developing an effective response will be:

As firms look forward, it will be critical that they
actively monitor and adjust their risk response
on an ongoing basis.

An
assessment
of the
evolving
risk
landscape

Preparing Boards and senior leadership for future regulatory
thematic reviews that consider the implications of decisions
taken for customer, staff and other stakeholder outcomes.
Activities will include:

Developing a shared view on how COVID-19 risks have
evolved to date and what is on the horizon over the next
12-24 months, including:
●
●
●

Establishing
tools and
mechanisms
to measure
impact

Observable factors such as rising impairments and
defaults
Longer term economic, political and business risks
Heightened risk of operational and conduct failures

Building a transparent and granular view of how risks
interact with and impact the firm’s performance (look
forward and back), including:

●

●

●

●
●

Impact of COVID-19 scenarios on principal risks
across individual businesses, products and
customer groups
Capacity constraints of key operational processes
and risk of control failures
Gaps in data availability which could drive poor
decisions, e.g. inability to identify which customers
to target
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●

●
●

Conducting pre-mortem analysis of topics / dimensions
likely to come up in a future regulatory or governmental
review (assessment criteria would include: strategy and
governance, customer outcomes, regulatory
requirements, financial crime/ fraud, people and business
continuity)
Consolidating key documentation and evidence
maintained historically and further enhancements
required to demonstrate sound decision making
Reviewing product and process exemption decisions and
how these are supported by adequate analysis (e.g.
complaint handling)
Collating artefacts used to evidence how bottom up
decisions/ changes align to top down direction
Identification of immediate enhancements and
commence remediation

The key priority will be:

Articulating the framework used to guide the
response strategy and core metrics and MI
used to monitor effectiveness (look forward and
back), including:
●

●

●

Past and planned future updates to
strategy, performance objectives and
appetite to drive required stakeholder
outcomes
Design principles, guidance and
playbooks on key topics like pricing,
customer complaints, new product
approval, underwriting standards,
operational and workforce resilience
Metrics and MI to track effectiveness in
delivering on stakeholder objectives
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Climate Risk
Sustainability and climate change is at the top of the business and risk agenda for FS organisations, and COVID-19 has only accelerated the need
to act.

COVID-19 has accelerated the focus on macro-economic disruptive risks, be it geopolitical, social
or in relation to climate. Activism globally over the last 18 months has also put pressure on
politicians, regulators and businesses to act. There is a real opportunity, and risk, for organisations
who act proactively in this space, with climate risk having real potential to impact how we work, the
products we choose to buy or invest in, and the supply chain.
In Ireland, the formation of the new government in 2020 and the CBI’s commitment to respond to
climate risks is likely to further accelerate the climate change agenda.

A confluence of regulation, investor demand and growth opportunities mean that this is a
top issue for our FS clients:

Regulation and disclosure requirements

Climate risk can be defined by three categories, all of which are
relevant for FS organisations:

Transition
Examples
● Policy & legal risk
● Market risk
● Technology risk
● Reputational risk

Physical
Examples

Investor and activist pressure

● Acute (extreme weather events) risk
● Chronic (gradual changes) risk

Liability
Examples

Growth opportunities for new products and services
● Contribution to climate change
● Failure to implement commitments under under
Paris Climate Agreement
● Fiduciary duty
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Environmental, social and governance (ESG)
The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly strengthened the spotlight on ESG across FS with continued focus on managing ESG risks across the industry globally, seeking out sustainable
investments, as well as bringing to the fore questions around how sustainability considerations feature in firms' purpose. There is significant policy and regulatory activity across the world, and this
will continue to grow.

Ireland: Addressing the implications of climate change for the
financial system
● The Climate Change Advisory Council (CCAC) has recommended a
phased increase in the carbon tax from the current €20 per tonne to
€80 per tonne by 2030
● CBI Consumer Protection Framework assisting households to
navigate financial choices thrown up by climate change.
● CBI is fully committed to playing its part in ensuring Ireland
successfully responds to climate change in the coming years by
influencing the design of appropriate policies and financial decisions
for all affected sectors.

EU: significant focus, particularly with Sustainable Finance
Action Plan
● Significant focus, particularly with Sustainable Finance
Action Plan aiming to embed sustainability concepts into the
financial system.
● Key current initiatives include the Taxonomy Regulation, the
Low-Carbon Benchmarks Regulation, the Sustainable
Finance Disclosure Regulation, and proposed amendments
to various existing EU regulatory frameworks (e.g. MiFID II,
AIFMD, UCITS).
● Attention is now being given to retail investment, corporate
disclosure, and prudential considerations

UK: Concerns about greenwashing and conduct risks
● UK Green Finance Strategy aims to embed sustainability into
mainstream finance.
● FCA is consulting on corporate disclosure of climate risks and is
focusing on ‘greenwashing’
● Bank of England is exploring how to introduce stress testing of
climate change as part of their biennial exploratory scenario

Germany: sustainability risk
guidelines
● Bafin published guidance in December 2019 on how FS
firms should manage sustainability risks, with a focus on
climate

Australia: guidance published
● The Australian Securities & Investments Commission
published guidance in 2019 clarifying the application of
existing disclosure provisions to climate-related risks,
reflecting TCFD recommendations
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ESG
A number of EU ESG regulations will go live in 2020 and 2021, which will impact Irish FS organisations. The Irish Government has committed to implementing the Disclosure Regulation and will implement changes
to existing legislation, including MiFID II. Therefore, FS organisations must ensure these regulations are captured in their change portfolio and compliance activities

May 20

Jun 20

Sep 20

Dec 20

31 Dec 21

31 Dec 22

ECB published draft guidance
on managing climate and
environmental risks

ECB published and proposed
technical standards on
ESG-related Pillar 3 disclosures

ESA consultation on
draft RTS to ESG
Disclosure Regulation
closes 1 Sept 20

Taxonomy - adoption of delegated
acts on climate change mitigation
and adaptation objectives on 31
Dec 20

Taxonomy Regulation - entry into
force of climate change mitigation
and climate change adaptation
delegated acts

Taxonomy Regulation entry into force of delegated
acts for other four
environmental objectives

2020

Jan 20
Amended
Benchmark
Regulation
(low-carbon
benchmarks)
took effect

2021

2022

Jun 20

Jul 20

1 Jan 22

EC consultation on review
of Non-Financial Reporting
Directive closed on 11 Jun
20

Consultation on renewed
sustainable finance
strategy closes on 15 Jul
20

Amended Benchmark
Regulation - benchmark
must provide one or more
carbon transition benchmark

End 20
EC expected to
publish renewed
Sustainable
Finance Action
Plan

Apr 20
Amended Benchmark Regulation EC published draft level 2 proposals
further specifying for low-carbon
benchmarks

Mar 21
ESG Disclosure
Regulation apply from
10 Mar 21

Q2/Q3 20
Jun 20
Taxonomy Regulation
adopted
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EBA to publish paper on
developing definition of ESG
risks and the potential
inclusion of ESG risks in the
SREP
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ESG
ESG trends for 2021: greater focus on ‘S’ and ‘G’ and a gradual move towards ‘ESGD’, with a strong focus on diversity and inclusion.

ESG will continue on its trajectory of greater importance for FS organisations,
though the impact of COVID-19 is likely to mean that there is a greater focus
on societal and governance issues than the past. As ESG becomes
embedded, this needs to be supported by appropriate risk and control
frameworks.

A greater focus on Social and Governance issues
Sustainability
risk management

A greater focus on Social and Governance issues

COVID-19
response will
bring greater ‘S’
and ‘G’ focus

But climate
likely to remain
the key issue
for regulators

● The pandemic has prompted investors, regulators
and employees to reconsider the role of companies
in society.
● Investors have already prioritised assessments of
companies’ responses to COVID-19 in their
decision-making.

Impact of the
BLM movement
and broader
focus on
diversity

● Regulators may seek to explore how organisations are considering
natural capital and biodiversity risks across its businesses.

Investor
demands and
reporting

● Climate change and managing climate-related
risks are likely to remain the top ESG priorities for
regulators given the work that is already underway
and the perceived materiality of the risks.

‘ESG’ may become ‘ESGD’
● Investors are looking at diversity in its own right
when assessing companies, rather than just as part
of the societal and governance considerations.
● ESG data providers are likely to respond to this by
gathering more detailed information on how
companies are performing on diversity.
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● Irish regulatory and governmental authorities may follow the lead of
others (e.g. BaFIN) in assessing how firms are managing sustainability risks
more broadly, rather than narrowly focusing on climate risk.

● Organisations are likely to be required to provide more granular reporting
on ESG factors, through regulatory-driven initiatives such as TCFD but also
more granular demands from ratings agencies and index providers.
● A robust control environment will be required to manage risks around data
accuracy and reputation.

ESG factors
driving a broader
spectrum of risk
types and
commercial
opportunities

● As ESG becomes embedded in new product and service offerings,
organisations will be required to consider whether existing risk and control
frameworks need to be revised.
● ESG factors likely to drive broader risk spectrum - e.g. human capital risk
as an organisation’s stance on ESG issues influences talent attraction and
retention.
● Conduct increasingly becomes a societal issue rather than just a
regulatory risk.
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Technology disruption: 2020 and beyond
Our global report Financial Services Technology 2020 and Beyond: Embracing disruption
publication examines the forces that are disrupting the role, structure, and competitive
environment for financial institutions and the markets and societies in which they operate. The
post-crisis regulatory frameworks have been gradually settling into place, and financial
institutions are adjusting their business models accordingly. It is now becoming obvious that the
accelerating pace of technological change is the most creative force—and also, the most
destructive one—in the financial services ecosystem today. In this paper, we set out to capture
the real world implications of these technological advances on the financial services industry
and those who must supervise and use it.
With the outbreak of COVID-19 technology was seen as a catalyst for business enablement,
rather than a cause, which is most often the case during crisis situations. Despite the lack of
technology disruption throughout the pandemic, focus remained on cyber security and
technology resilience for financial services organisations.

The 7 competitive technology-driven influencers
in FS

Fintech driving new business model

Blockchain shaking things up

Regtech and use of tech by
regulators

AI and robotics continue to drive
innovation

Public cloud will become the
dominant infrastructure model

Cyber security and privacy remain
the top risks facing the industry

Asia will emerge as a key centre of
technology-driven innovation
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Fintech driving new business model

Blockchain shaking things up

Regtech and use of tech by
regulators

Financial Services Technology
2020 and Beyond:
Embracing disruption

Top priorities for technology functions in FS

AI and robotics continue to drive
innovation

Public cloud will become the
dominant infrastructure model

Cyber security and privacy remain
the top risks facing the industry
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Brexit update
Whilst businesses grapple with the short, medium and long term risks that the pandemic has brought to the fore, FS organisations must not lose
track of Brexit as it nears the end of the transition period – https://www.pwc.ie/campaigns/brexit.html
As agreed in the Political Declaration, which guides the talks on the future EU-UK relationship, political leaders met in June to take stock of the negotiations and agree how to move forward. There will be no
extension to the negotiations, so the Brexit transition period will end on 31 December 2020, regardless of whether new trading arrangements have been agreed. For FS firms, despite the mutual commitment that
both sides would “endeavour” to complete their assessments by 30 June, it is now clear that equivalence decisions will not be taken until broader political agreement in the trade negotiations has been reached. The
industry should not expect equivalence decisions until very late in the negotiations.
It is also clear that the trade negotiations are proving politically difficult. The possibility of negotiations concluding without a deal, or with a narrow deal that does not include provisions governing financial services,
remains a distinct possibility. In either case, FS firms should expect that previously-announced “no deal Brexit” provisions would prevail.
So what other lessons should the FS industry take from the trade negotiations so far?

In the absence of political progress, EU regulators
and supervisors will push again on the “no deal”
preparations by FS firms

Providing cross-border FS services will in future
be subject to more political attention and
intervention

If transition ends without a new trade deal, a
tense political relationship will prevail

●

●

●

●

●

●

Large non-EU banks and investment firms with multiple
subsidiaries and assets of €40bn or more (including in all
subsidiaries and branches in the EU) will be encouraged to start
planning for an EU-based Intermediate Parent Undertaking (IPU)
- to be completed by the end of 2023.
Insurers too will need to look again at how clients are migrated,
underwriting processes designed, and historical books aligned
through portfolio transfers.
In the absence of a trade deal, firms can also expect there will be
no “data adequacy” decision by the EU. This means that
intra-group data transfers from the EU to UK will come under
close new scrutiny by the EU’s national data commissioners.
Firms would need to look closely at their contractual provisions to
overcome limitations on data sharing and transfers.
So firms should plan their strategies for alternative outcomes - a
comprehensive deal, a narrow deal or no deal - within a very
short period of time

For asset & wealth managers, delegation of
portfolio management activities from the EU to
the UK remains key

●
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London’s financial markets have remained the most liquid
in Europe during the period of COVID-19 volatility, and
therefore have had the most flexibility to deal with the
wide range of client demands on a cost effective basis.
So EU corporates may wish to consider formation of
UK-based funding subsidiaries to facilitate continued
access to UK capital and commodities markets.

UK funds which have not already established a presence
in the EU should consider how they may quickly do so,
as it is expected that “reverse solicitation” will come
under challenge, unless there is a comprehensive deal.

●

●

The European Commission will provide only limited and
temporary equivalence decisions, where these are in the
EU’s own interests; it will emphasise the temporary nature
of these decisions, and the strategic imperatives of the EU
building its own FS markets and capabilities. Other political
priorities, unrelated to FS, can be expected to intrude on
the FS landscape.
For FS sectors where supervision is done by national
authorities (ie insurance and most asset managers), a
patchwork of national arrangements and inconsistencies
may persist for a time, but the Commission and EU
regulatory authorities will drive hard for consistency.
Insurers, for example, will need to refresh themselves on
which countries offer local provisions to run-off existing
contracts and the terms of these provisions.
The UK will likely use temporary transitional powers (TTP)
for regulators and supervisors to minimise disruptions and
change for inbound firms; but regulatory forbearance at EU
level can be expected to be minimal. In spite of the desire
to minimise change, EU firms inbound to the UK will need
to look closely at the additional requirements for reporting,
model approvals and compliance applicable to their
UK-based entities
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Micro
Risks

Micro risks
The risk landscape continues to expand each year across the FS sector. As it does so, IA functions are
expected to proactively flex their audit plan to cover the key risks for the business.

Wider risk landscape

We have refined this document to focus on a few key thematic risks that have been at the forefront of the
minds of the regulators, C-suite and Boards. Whilst these were prevalent earlier in the year and indeed last
year, the COVID-19 pandemic has reinforced the need to focus on these topics in the coming months and
potentially years.
Operational and financial resilience were already top of the Regulators agenda and COVID-19 has only
heightened this focus. Overnight organisations saw significant implications on operating models as people
transitioned to working from home. Credit losses, market disruption and further decline from COVID-19 has
stressed capital management and firm’s liquidity.

Business
resilience

Technology
risk

Financial crime was already an increasing area of concern for organisations and COVID-19 further
increased the risk of fraudulent transactions.
The financial services sector has seen an increasing volume and complexity of change and recent events
are likely to add further transformation projects as organisations revisit their strategy and operating models.
In a period where firms look to digitise their operations, simplifying legacy systems and adopting new and
emerging technology. At such a time it is critical firms have an effective framework to identify and manage IT
risks that underpin business critical processes.

Workforce
risk

Internal
Audit

Financial crime

Regulators continue to keep conduct at the top of the agenda and we saw the Government of Ireland,
CBI and European authorities respond quickly to the risks arising from COVID-19, introducing a number of
measures designed to protect customers that could be considered vulnerable. These moves built upon a
number of conduct related concerns already raised prior to the pandemic.
Recent events have shone a new light on managing your workforce with a shift to remote working, a greater
focus on flexibility and well being and a surge of energy around inclusion and diversity. As both employees
and customers place organisations under greater scrutiny in regard to how they treat their employees it is
critical that organisations proactively manage their workforce risk. The introduction of the Senior Executive
Accountability Regime will further enhance the requirements for Boards and senior management.

Change risk

Conduct risk

Whilst there are numerous other regulatory topics and business risks that also need to be considered during
the Internal Audit planning cycle, these topics should be front and centre of the plan. If you would be
interested to learn more about other risks and regulatory updates please feel free to contact us.
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Business resilience overview

Operational resilience and financial resilience were at the front of the
European regulator’s mind last year. COVID-19 has only increased the
focus on this area, and highlighted the critical importance of how
organisations set themselves up for sustainable success. The
pandemic has focused the mind on the importance to plan for crises
carefully.
In this section will bring together the key areas of consideration to
ensure the organisation is resilient, not just for the current crisis, but for
the potential second wave of COVID-19, and any other future crises
resulting from climate change, geo-political instability, economic
downturn, technology driven and/or other market disruptions.
Organisations need to learn from the current crisis and build out their
defences now. IA functions have a key role to play to challenge how
the business has learnt and to support the business in becoming
stronger for the future.

Business,
technology
resilience
and cyber

Governance

Crisis scenario
planning

Supply chain
management
Financial
resilience and
access to
liquidity and
capital

Access to
data and the
right MI
Execution
services and
surge capacity
Regulatory
compliance and
complaints
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Workforce
safety

Real estate and
remote working
strategy
Recovery
resolution

Solvency

Employment
tax
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Operational resilience

Operational resilience
Operational resilience is defined as ‘the ability of firms and the financial sector as a whole to predict,
prevent, manage and respond to disruption to critical business’. It has become an increasingly
important part of the regulatory agenda and the regulators have made it clear that operational
resilience is to be on a level footing with financial resilience. The EBA have stated that "Good
operational resilience involves good governance, adequacy and expertise of resources, business
continuity planning, information security including cyber security management and third-party
provider management and in particular on security. Operational resilience is necessary for the
institution and also for the system as a whole".

PwC’s Operational Resilience Maturity Assessment methodology
Operational resilience governance oversight and standards
Core operational and resilience capabilities
Developing a view of Business Services and their resilience

A1. Governance

●
●

●
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Assess whether there is a clear and consistent approach to operational resilience within
the business, which is in line with regulatory expectations.
Review the firm’s important business services and assess the process and
methodology used to identify them.
Review whether impact tolerances have been set for each important business service
in-line with regulatory expectations, and the process and methodology used to set
them.
Review the operational resilience governance frameworks..
Assess whether the chains of activity which make up an important business service are
clearly mapped and that they identify which parts of the chain are critical to the delivery
of the service.
Assess whether sufficient Management Information is available to enable informed
decision making on operational resilience investment.
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A firm is unable to remain within the impact tolerance(s) for delivering one of its important
business services resulting in negative outcomes for end users of the service, and
potentially material capital impact and reputational damage to the firm.
A firm is unable to comply with the rules and meet regulatory expectations through having
insufficient approaches in place to identify its important business services or understand
their delivery end-to-end across the firm.
A Board is unable to make informed investment decisions to improve the operational
resilience of its business to maintain its important business services within their impact
tolerances

B8. Continuity
Management

●
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Cyber resilience
Cyber security resilience
Key risks
The frequency and sophistication of cyber attacks is increasing, with the number of cyber incidents
increasing year on year. The FS sector is a top target as attackers move up the value chain and
seek bigger gains, while making more substantial investments. The aftermath of attacks is not
limited to financial loss but extends to reputational damage and significant workforce disruption. For
example, in December 2019 Travelex were reported to have been compromised by ransomware
resulting in all external facing websites being down and as a result customers and resellers being
unable to access funds or on-sell Travelex services. In Ireland, the CBI have been a leading force in
making cyber security and resilience an integral part of operational resilience. EU regulators have
made clear in recent publications that operational resilience is a priority for the sector and is viewed
as no less important than financial resilience.

●

●
Internal Audit focus areas
Below are hot topics to consider when planning a cyber security audit. We suggest undertaking a
cyber governance and risk management themed review initially to assess the foundations of
cyber security ahead of conducting deep dives into core controls (such as access management,
threat and vulnerability management and third parties).

Thematic

Emerging topics

●

Specific reviews
●

Cyber governance

Internet of things

Culture and behaviour

Regulation compliance

Cloud

Cyber attack recovery

Cyber risk management

Blockchain

Security by design

External attacks

Quantum computing

Payment reviews
(SWIFT CSP)

Threat and vulnerability
management

Artificial intelligence

Security operations
centre

Third party

Algorithmic trading

Digital channel review

Data security

Augmented/
Virtual reality

Red teaming

●
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COVID-19 cyber security implications: The pandemic in 2020 triggered a rapid shift to
remote working at scale, increasing dependency on collaboration, sharing and remote
connection technology and increasing exposure of critical systems (e.g. core banking and
payment systems) to the internet-based threats. Many organisations had to deploy tactical
resilience measures in a short span of time without conducting appropriate risk assessment
or adapting control processes to keep the risk levels within the risk appetite. An effective and
proactive cyber security risk assessment process is crucial to ensuring the organisation
appropriately adjusts security controls to protect the new ways of working post-pandemic.
Asset management: It is essential that data, personnel, devices, systems, code and
facilities that enable the organisation to achieve business purposes are identified, managed
and their security risks are treated consistent with their relative importance to organisational
objectives and the organisation’s risk appetite.
Vulnerability management: Identifying, assessing, classifying, remediating and mitigating
security weaknesses together with root cause analysis to address vulnerabilities for risk
management is pivotal in minimising the attack surface. Vulnerability management is a key
security service for reducing organisational exposure, hardening endpoint surface area, and
increasing organisational resilience.
Security alerting and monitoring: Organisations should implement effective logging
capabilities on their critical systems (e.g. external facing systems) and establish risk based
use cases for alerting the security operations centre for monitoring and analysing any
suspicious user activity. This allows organisations to be ahead of the curve and contain a
potential security incident.
Security incident response and recovery: Organisations should have a cyber security
incident response plan which enables them to manage the ramifications of an incident from
the initial alerting and triaging phase through to lessons learnt involving a broad range of
internal and external stakeholders. Organisations also need an effective recovery strategy
including a clear understanding of critical services and business recovery priorities
(Recovery Time Objectives and Recovery Point Objectives). Response and recovery
services should be regularly tested to ensure that the plans in place are able to be
effectively used in an incident. This is critical to operational resilience as a prompt incident
response and recovery will diminish any resulting disruption and overall risk.
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Outsourcing and third party risk management
Our FS clients rely extensively on a range of third parties, including external vendors, contractors, consultants, intermediaries and affiliate providers to deliver their business objectives; accessing specialist skills
and markets, while realising often sizeable cost and operational efficiencies.
The increasing scale and complexity of these relationships (including through the use of new technologies such as cloud), the pervasive nature of the risks they introduce, and the potential implications for
service provision and market stability, all combine to ensure that this continues to be a priority focus for regulators. Significant fines and operational penalties have been levied on banks, asset managers and
insurance firms of all sizes for BAU outsourcing failures, while there have been significant developments in the regulatory frameworks governing these. Particularly important has been the European Banking
Authority (EBA)’s Guidelines on Outsourcing which, effective since 30 September 2019, seek to establish a more harmonised supervisory framework for financial institutions in the EU/ EEA region.
In order to meet regulatory expectations, firms need to be able to demonstrate effective senior management control and oversight of all external and intra-group outsourcing arrangements supporting their
regulated entities, with particular regard to those that constitute critical outsourcing, as well as the resilience of these and their broader third party arrangements.
To achieve this, firms are expected to have in place robust, proportionate processes and procedures to identify, assess, manage and monitor the many risks associated with the use of third parties in line with
defined strategy and risk appetite, and to document and maintain a register of all outsourcing arrangements by supported legal entity.

Key risks
●

●
●
●

●
●

A pervasive risk: The potential risks introduced through the use of outsourcing and third party providers are pervasive. Be they operational, reputational, financial or regulatory, they can, depending on
the precise nature and scope of the services provided, involve consideration of all key risk areas, including: legal, compliance, country, cyber, IT, data, business continuity, information security, physical
security and HR. Firms are also expected to assess and monitor aggregate and concentration risk exposures. The CBI is likely to continue to focus most of its efforts on areas of a business that will
most impact the client journey - and typically, outsourced activities will be critical to this client journey.
High volumes and complexity: Our clients’ third party and intra-group dependencies are significant in volume and often highly complex, with the risks they introduce pervasive in nature and processes
and responsibilities for managing them often fragmented and poorly understood. This is increasingly so given the rapid growth of IT and cloud service providers.
Ongoing cost pressures and limited internal capacity: Firms continue to use third parties to realise often sizeable cost and operational efficiencies, looking to balance savings with access to
specialist skills and sufficient retained organisation. Many firms do not have the in-house capacity or skill set necessary to assess and remediate against expected activities.
Priority global regulatory focus: The EBA initiative reflects the continued global scrutiny on firms’ outsourcing governance, with regulators increasingly co-ordinating their supervisory activities and
expecting a joined up approach across key territories and jurisdictions. The EBA Outsourcing Guidelines themselves introduce a number of substantive areas, including additional criticality criteria and
significant outsourcing register and exit strategy requirements. As of 1 July 2018, firms should already have documented their cloud outsourcing and need to ensure that all other new, renewed or
reviewed outsourcing is compliant from 30 September 2019, with all documentation to be completed no later than 31 December 2021.
Significant penalties and operational restrictions: Firms continue to see material audit and regulatory findings around outsourcing and third party risk management, including significant penalties,
fines and operational restrictions for identified non-compliance.
Concentration risk [AWM]: typically firms across the industry outsource key activities (e.g. fund administration) to a concentrated number of firms, which will lead to a risk of identifying a suitable
replacement if anything happens to that outsourced firm. In particular, smaller industry participants can be at risk in this scenario where they find themselves lower down the list of key priority clients for
the outsourcee firm.
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Outsourcing and third party risk management
Internal Audit focus areas
Internal Audit are expected to independently review their firm’s outsourced activities, particularly those outsourcing arrangements supporting critical or important functions. This is equally relevant when the

outsourced activity is performed at an intra-group entity as it is for a third party.
Such reviews are expected to ascertain:
●
That the firm's outsourcing framework is correctly and effectively implemented as per the regulations;
●
Appropriate documentation of outsourcing arrangements, including SLAs, for both external and intra-group arrangements
●
Appropriate agreement and documentation of roles and responsibilities between the firm and it’s outsource providers, including during disruption events
●
The adequacy, quality and effectiveness of the assessment of the criticality or importance of functions;
●
The adequacy, quality and effectiveness of the risk assessment for outsourcing arrangements and that the risks remain within risk appetite;
●
The appropriate involvement of governance bodies including a lens on conflicts of interest where arrangements are intra-group; and
●
The appropriate monitoring and management of outsourcing arrangements proportionate to both risk, the size of the supported entity, and the level of control and influence over the third party
provider.
Strategy and oversight
TPRM Strategy and Bank-wide Governance

Set and maintain min global control standards

Risk appetite and tolerance

Internal & external reporting
Maintain inventories

Collect, consolidate & report MI

Central governance, oversight and guidance

Policy maintenance & assurance
Policy and procedure
design & maintenance

Review MI to manage risk level

Review policy
adherence

Assess regulatory
changes

Compliance/ Audit
facilitation

Third Party risk management lifecycle processes and activities
Identification
Identify need for new
third party change
Categorise Activities,
goods and/or services
Outsourcing
determination
Define business case
Assign ownership of
proposed arrangement
Preliminary identification
of process gross risk

Ongoing oversight & change management

Due diligence and risk assessment
Engage with TPMO for
guidance and
operational support
Determine need for
regulatory
notifications/approvals
Execute Third party
selection process as
required

Conduct preliminary
due diligence checks

Engage with Risk
Groups and perform
risk assessments

Escalate items to
appropriate
governance
committee

Address identified
risks

Obtain appropriate
governance
approvals

Compute residual
risk rating

Track and report
required actions to
completion

Establish service
levels and MI

Conclude written
agreements

Establish
governance model
for ongoing
monitoring and
oversight

Regulatory
notifications/
approvals

Develop
Contingency
and Exit
Plan

Monitor Third Party
performance &
contractual
compliance

Report any material
risks or performance
issues

Notification of
termination

Identify and manage
change

Conduct periodic risk
assessments
Transaction
activities

Conduct review of
arrangements and
identify
improvement areas

Execute Third Party Exit
Plan

Communications and training
Design & maintain training
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Perform oversight of training programme

Set communication strategy

Conduct communications
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Climate risk
Climate risks are starting to attract the attention of the EU regulators. In the UK, the PRA is clear that
firms should have fully implemented their approach to managing climate-related risks by end-2021. It
has noted that firms’ strategic responses to climate risk need to be clearer and that firms need to
develop tools to inform business decisions. The regulator has also highlighted that firms have
significant gaps in their scenario analysis capabilities and material improvements need to be made
in the near-term.
Both the PRA and FCA are focusing on how firms can improve their climate-related disclosures in
line with the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations. The PRA
is encouraging firms to engage with the TCFD framework in order to develop comparable and
decision-useful climate disclosures. Separately, the FCA has proposed a new rule in its capacity as
the UK Listing Authority for premium-listed companies (including non-financial services companies)
to state how they comply with the TCFD-aligned disclosures, or to explain any non-compliance.

Key risks
●
●
●

●

Firms do not adequately assess climate-related financial risks relating to transition and physical
risks and how they will affect their business model.
Poor articulation of climate change risk assessment, climate change stress tests and scenario
analysis within the risk management framework, alongside consideration of relevant disclosures.
Lack of knowledge at Board and senior management level, inhibiting effective challenge and
oversight. Wider lack of knowledge/experience at working level inhibiting effective integration of
climate-related risks into business and operating models.
Climate-related risks are not appropriately managed leading to financial loss and/or regulatory
risks.

Climate risk 2021 development

Key considerations for FS Organisations

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●

●

●

Assess whether there are documented roles and
responsibilities for those in charge of managing
climate-related risks, and whether this is disseminated
across the three lines of defence.
Review whether climate-related risk is clearly identified
within the risk taxonomy and the risk appetite of the
business. Confirm whether materiality assessments
have been performed and assess capacity to
undertake scenario analysis.
Ensure that the Board and wider business receives
training on the impact of climate-related risks across
the organisation.
Confirm that climate risk, and progress on embedding
it within the organisation, is regularly monitored and
reported to the Board.
Assess climate-related disclosures to determine
whether they are constructed in line with the TCFD
recommendations.

1. Embedding climate risk
Banks and insurers must meet the PRA’s supervisory
expectations in SS3/19 by the end of 2021.

●
●
●
●

2. Bank of England climate stress test
Banks and insurers will be required to participate in the
Biennial Exploratory Scenario stress test on climate-related
risks which will now begin in summer 2021.

3. Disclosing in line with TCFD
The FCA is likely to introduce a ‘comply or explain’ regime for
all companies with premium listing in the UK, which it is
currently consulting on (closes October 2020).

●

●

●

●
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Preparing for future iterations of the ICAAP - moving towards a full
explanation of how climate risk is embedded in the risk framework.
Credit risk has been main focus - there is now a need to broaden to
operational and market risk.
Embedding climate risk in the ORSA including through
reverse stress tests.
Perception from the PRA that there has been a lack of
attention to climate-related risks on both the asset and
liability side of the balance sheet.
Gathering information at a counterparty level should start
now in order to be in a position to undertake detailed
23
analysis on climate exposures.
The PRA wants insurers to make sure gaps identified in the
2019 climate stress tests are closed before the 2021 BES
takes place.

How to consume information into e.g. credit risk models,
and also implications for any sponsorship activity where
there will be requirement to ensure the corporate can
comply.
How can additional disclosures be used in business processes
e.g. pricing strategies? TCFD status reports have shown that
insurers are behind on strategy disclosures.
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Environment, social and governance (ESG) risks
Numerous regulatory initiatives are impacting virtually all types of firms operating within the
financial services ecosystem, forcing them to integrate ESG risks throughout their organisations,
make new disclosures, and play a more active role in driving sustainable outcomes.
The European Commission’s Sustainable Finance Action Plan (SFAP) sets out a package of
regulatory measures to increase the way asset managers, and asset owners, consider
sustainability and ESG in their investment strategies. Whilst Ireland is not necessarily at the
forefront of this action plan, the UK has also established a strategy for sustainable finance. Firms
are now initiating their regulatory change programmes to implement for these new regulatory
requirements, including for the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (which must be
implemented by March 2021) and the Taxonomy Regulation (which must be implemented by end
of 2021). These will also be followed, for AWM firms, by changes to the UCITS Directive, AIFMD
and MiFID II, increasing the focus on the use of sustainable objectives and an investor’s focus on
sustainability alongside returns.
In addition to regulatory drivers, there are a number of voluntary codes and commitments that firms
have signed up for which must also be complied with, such as the UN’s Principles for Responsible
Investing (PRI) and the TCFD.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●
●
●

Assess whether the firm has determined who is accountable for their ESG policy,
and that reasonable steps have been taken to review the policy on a regular basis.
Confirm that disclosures on the integration of ESG risks are being produced and
monitored on an ongoing basis.
Review data governance frameworks to determine whether sufficient high quality data
is available to facilitate assessments of the ESG credentials of companies firms have
exposure to.
Review conflicts of interest policies to determine whether ESG risks have been
identified and clear processes are in place to mitigate them.
Where relevant, ensure ESG considerations are incorporated into product
governance processes and suitability assessments.
Review regulatory change programmes, and voluntary commitments (e.g. PRI,
TCFD disclosures) to ensure controls are in place to meet these requirements.

Key risks
●
●
●

●

●

Firms do not have adequate governance frameworks in place to facilitate the integration of
ESG into their business and operating models.
Firms do not produce transparent disclosures on the integration of ESG risk, and struggle to
obtain the data required to support meaningful due diligence of companies’ ESG credentials.
Lack of knowledge at Board and senior management level, inhibiting effective challenge and
oversight. Wider lack of knowledge/experience at working level inhibiting effective integration of
climate-related risks into business and operating models.
Insufficient oversight and management of conflicts of interest and conduct risks arising from
ESG integration (e.g. greenwashing). This risk may be heightened where product
manufacturers are not also distributing their products, removing a connection between product
strategy and distribution.
Firms have signed-up for voluntary codes without designing the appropriate processes and
controls to ensure compliance.

Data analytics in the area
●
●

●

Providing a list of funds and securities, we are able to share a dashboard containing a full
breakdown of environmental, social and governance metrics by fund range, portfolio and asset.
Financial news sentiment over time can also be included for an additional layer of insight
Support data collection and analysis to meet new regulatory reporting and disclosure
requirements
Provision of ESG dashboards for use with wealth clients
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Financial crime overview

Financial crime is an increasing concern for all financial institutions. Preventing and
detecting financial crime is rapidly evolving to be one of the biggest challenges for
financial institutions, the impact of which extends well beyond monetary losses to
reputation and brand, employee morale, business relations as well as regulatory
censure.
Market abuse remains a key focus area of the regulators as they look to ensure as
much stability as possible in a volatile market. At the same time, financial crime remains
one of the CBI’s priorities across sectors and the assurance plan and coverage from
Internal Audit departments is considered by the regulator as part of its assessment of a
firm’s financial crime framework. Significant fines have been issued where it has
deemed the financial crime framework and assurance programme has fallen short of
expected standards.
All these developments underscore the importance of employing the right data analytics
and insights to become more responsive to the evolving financial crime challenges
faced by organisations and the increasing roles of Internal Audit departments to provide
independent assurance as trust partners to organisations to make their enterprise risk
frameworks more robust and compliant with complex and wide reaching international
regulations.
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AML/KYC

Financial crime supervision
Financial crime continues to be one of the CBIs key cross-sector priorities. There is an expectation
that the regulatory supervisory approach is to become more data driven in the future, using a range
of sources to focus effort on where the risks are deemed to be the greatest.
The CBI is pursuing active supervision of firms via its programme of AML and sanctions visits.
Where deficiencies are identified, the regulator is taking action through increased use of
enforcement tools, which may also involve consideration of the role of Internal Audit and whether
financial crime audits are of sufficient coverage and quality.

The Fifth/Sixth Anti-Money Laundering Directive
Cabinet have recently approved a bill to transpose the Fifth EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive (AMDL5) into
Irish law. This was an amendment not an overhaul of the Anti-Money Laundering Regulations - AMLD5 expands
the scope of businesses to which Ireland’s AML regime applies (for example, to letting agents and crypto-asset
exchanges), as well as amending a number of the requirements, such as requiring oversight of AML training of
agents, updating group policy requirements, enhancing CDD requirements in relation to timing of ongoing CDD
and requirements around UBOs and extending EDD requirements in respect of high risk third countries. The
Sixth Money Laundering Directive is pending and increases penalties and extends the scope of the regulations.

Key risks
Key risks
●

Risk assessment – regulated firms must have their AML compliance framework informed
by a business risk assessment. This risk assessment must consider a range of factors
and be specific to the firm’s business with policies, procedures and controls aligned
accordingly.
Customer risk assessment and customer due diligence – assessing the risks presented
by a business relationship and undertaking appropriate due diligence to mitigate this
reduces the opportunity for money laundering.
Anti-bribery and corruption (ABC) and fraud – While the Criminal Justice Act 2018
addresses the Government’s commitment to tackling corruption and bribery, the CBI has
historically focused on AML and sanctions controls, where progress has been made.
There is the potential that ABC and fraud controls tend to be less well developed and
receive less management attention.

●

●

Internal Audit focus areas
●

Quality assessment of coverage of financial crime audits and development of data
analytics to inform Internal Audit’s risk assessment.
Assess the design and operational effectiveness of the firm’s financial crime
framework and enterprise-wide risk assessment process.
Examine and evaluate the firm’s approach to horizon scanning and impact
assessment processes in respect of relevant regulation, legislation and regulatory
communications and information (including enforcement notices).
Adequacy of design and implementation of policies and procedures.
Effectiveness of Internal Audit function and use of findings by management / Board.

●
●

●
●

●

●

Incorrect identification of and subsequent lack of configuration of additional system
controls for compliance with enhanced due diligence measures for financial flows from
high-risk third countries. Many firms have struggled to identify touch points with high risk
third countries leading to inadequate CDD/EDD and incorrect regulatory reporting.
Lack of governance over updates to policies and procedures reflecting changes in AML
regulations including; (1) lowering thresholds and conditions for identifying purchasers of
prepaid cards and use of e-money, (2) ending the anonymity of bank and savings
accounts, as well as safe deposit boxes, and (3) the need for ultimate beneficial
ownership (UBO) transparency.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

Review of governance over AML controls, including updates to policies, procedures and
risk assessments.

●
●

Inclusion of virtual currency platforms within financial crime audit scopes.
Review of additional system controls implemented as part of enhanced due diligence
measures for financial flows from high-risk third countries.
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AML/KYC

Sanctions
Sanctions remain a key tool of foreign policy and are increasingly being used by European governments and
other jurisdictions, notably the USA. For instance, the UK sanctions enforcement body has been
substantially enhanced, recently leveraging its highest fine to date of £20m on Standard Chartered relating
to sectoral sanctions in Russia.
Additionally, international regulators such as OFAC continue to enforce the US sanctions remain
extraterritorially, imposing significant fines.

Increasing focus on data
Regulators globally are demonstrating an increased focus on financial crime data, both in how firms
are using data to manage their financial crime risk but also in informing and targeting their
supervision on those firms which present higher financial crime risk.

Examples, where data is being focused upon include:
●
●
●

Enterprise wide risk assessments should have a data driven component
(REP-CRIM) STRs and SARs are data focused
Internal Audit / compliance data analytics to highlight areas of risk for further investigation

Key risks
●

●
●
●

Sanctions screening systems are not operating as expected, or configuration is not appropriate
for a firm’s requirements, which can lead to significant financial penalties and reputational
damage. In particular name screening coverage in complex or high risk situations - multiple
contracting parties, trade finance, private equity investments.
Over-reliance on outsourced firms to perform AML and KYC reviews, without oversight and
ownership of outcomes.
Insufficient resources to deal with sanctions hits effectively and on a timely basis.
Aggressive regulatory enforcement - examples of US enforcement of firm’s with limited obvious
US nexus. Firms may not have clarity in respect of their US nexus and therefore potential
exposure to US sanctions.

Key risks
●
●

●

Inaccurate data in returns can lead to supervisory inspections and consequent
enforcement activities
There is an expectation that enterprise wide risk assessments (EWRA) will be
moving towards a more data driven approach and will occur on a more
frequent basis. Failure to incorporate data into EWRA processes may lead to
regulatory censure.
Internal Audit functions are challenged on how they achieve coverage of
financial crime risks, where the use of data is increasingly an expectation of
the regulator as part of the annual Internal Audit planning process.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

System functionality and operating effectiveness, including consideration of ongoing oversight of
areas such as system testing
Management information in respect of screening effectiveness
Sanctions risk assessment - coverage and depth should be appropriate to the firm.

Data Analytics in this area
●
●

Transaction monitoring automation can be created throughout the transaction lifecycle to allow
for greater accuracy in reporting.
Enhances can be made to the quality of data through rigorous data quality assessments,
ensuring a reduction in the amount of false positives created and an enhancement in the number
of investigated cases.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

Review of data sources, lineage and documentation, including data quality and
availability in order to determine the complete population which should inform potential
for use of data analytics within audit testing.
Assessment of approach for collation of data and completion of reporting, including
validation and review measures undertaken prior to submission.
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Market abuse and surveillance
Identification and coverage of risk
Internal Audit focus areas
The EU Market Abuse regulation has now been in force for over four years and regulators are
increasingly taking action against firms where there is a perception that monitoring and surveillance
provide inadequate coverage of risk. They are using visits to evaluate firms' overall market abuse
control framework and consider whether adequate steps have been taken to identify areas of risk,
assess the effectiveness of controls and to develop a roadmap for required enhancements.
Firms need to be able to demonstrate that a thorough and robust assessment of market abuse risk
has been performed that considers the specific profile of their business and control environment, and
which articulates why controls are considered adequate to mitigating risk to an acceptable level.

●

●

●

●

Key risks
●
●

●

●

●
●

Existing risk assessments are too high level to differentiate between areas of high and
low risk and it is not possible to evidence how risks are mitigated by specific controls.
There is insufficient documentation to articulate the basis of subjective judgements
made as to the level of risk such that a regulator would not be confident that the
evaluation is robust and supported by evidence.
There is insufficient review and challenge of the risk assessment by relevant
stakeholders in the business and control functions such that governance forums are
unable to make effective evaluations of whether residual risk is within appetite.
Controls are insufficiently tailored to the instruments traded with firms omitting the
appropriate controls rather than finding a suitable surveillance approach for that
instrument.
Firms fail to adequately identify public / private conflicts within their businesses.
The working at home requirements from COVID-19 interrupted the usual links
between front office and compliance for provision of advice on trading risks. This
may have led to greater market abuse activity or the risk that issues were not
reported to Compliance as they would normally be.

Assess the design of the market abuse risk assessment: the completeness of the library of risks that
have been assessed, how inherent risk has been determined considering differences across product
types, how mitigating controls have been mapped and how residual risk has been calculated.
Assess whether there is sufficient documented evidence to explain the basis of judgements made and
to demonstrate there has been adequate challenge and oversight by relevant stakeholders and
governance forums.
Consider whether plans in place to address identified gaps in risk coverage are sufficiently detailed so
as to enable tracking of progress, timelines for completion and to articulate how enhancements will
reduce risk.
The impact of COVID-19 on the typical processes for identifying and reporting market abuse risks.

Data analytics in this area
●

An interactive dashboard containing visualisations and analyses on trade allocation and front running
indicators can be a powerful representation of the underlying data within this area. Allowing for
interrogation of trade book data and attempts to identify areas of concern or mis-allocation.
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Market abuse and surveillance

Policies, procedures and controls to prevent and detect market abuse
Responsibility for the prevention, detection and reporting of market abuse is shared by both the first
and second lines of defence. Policies, procedures and controls must be in place within the first line of
defence to ensure that individuals are aware of their obligations with respect to market abuse, to
prevent breaches of the regulation and to equip supervisors with the tools necessary to identify and
escalate potential wrongdoing. In the second line, Compliance staff are typically responsible for
monitoring trading behaviours through surveillance and implementing controls to safeguard insider
information and manage conflicts of interest.
To mitigate market abuse risk, roles and responsibilities across the lines of defence must be clearly
understood so that both the business and Compliance can play their part effectively.

Key risks
●
●

●
●

Lack of ownership and accountability for mitigating market abuse risk within the Front Office
leads to poor controls culture and potential incidents of misconduct failing to be reported.
Insufficient engagement between the business and compliance leads to detective
controls being insufficiently tailored to the specific nature of trading activities and
ineffective controls.
Lack of clarity around control hand-offs between the first and second lines of defence leads
to gaps in risk coverage that are not fully understood.
Conflicting firm policies, for example remuneration policies, undermine market abuse
policies by not properly considering individuals’ conduct during the year.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●
●
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Assess whether there is sufficient engagement between the first and second lines of
defence with respect to the identification of market are risk and clarity of ownership for
policies, procedures and controls.
Assess whether there are gaps in existing policies and procedures with respect to
market abuse laws and regulation.
Assess whether training on market abuse for members of the Front Office is aligned to
existing policies and procedures and whether it is suitably tailored to the specific risks that
exist within the business.
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Market abuse and surveillance
Surveillance governance and oversight

Effectiveness of technology solutions

Failure to implement effective surveillance can lead to regulatory risk exposure due to
non-compliance with the EU Market Abuse Regulation, reputational risk where incidents of market
abuse may not be detected and financial risk where counterparties lack confidence in the robustness
of firms' measures to prevent abusive behaviours.

Most firms make use of surveillance technology solutions provided by third party vendors to mitigate
risk. However, there is no one-size fits all solution available in the market and to achieve effective risk
coverage most organisations will need to implement different technology solutions as well as manual
surveillance procedures to perform effective trade, e-comms and voice surveillance across all
product types.

As with other areas of significant risk exposure, firms need to implement effective management
oversight and challenge of surveillance to ensure that the approach is defensible to regulators,
clients and the market at large. During the COVID-19 lockdown period, firms will need to be able to
demonstrate that processes have continued to operate effectively.

Implementing surveillance technology effectively requires considerable work to capture complete and
accurate trade and order data as well as communications and to obtain market data from third party
providers. Too often firms rely on 'out of the box' calibration settings that do not reflect the specific
nuances of the trading profiles.

Key risks
●

●
●

Governance bodies do not provide sufficient challenge of the adequacy of processes and
procedures or have the information necessary to determine whether risk is being
managed to a tolerable level.
There is insufficient investment in surveillance technology and/or resources to support risk
mitigation, including reliance on overly manual and exceptions only based monitoring.
There is a lack of documentation to evidence the performance of effective surveillance, in
particular, where processes have diverged from defined standards during the COVID-19
situation.

Key risks
●

●
●
●

Data quality and completeness issues lead to gaps in effective surveillance coverage that
result in increased risk and non-compliance with the regulation. Failure to capture and
surveil order and quote data can lead to gaps in compliance with regulatory obligations.
Inappropriate calibration of surveillance detection models mean that potential incidents of
market abuse are not identified effectively, leading to regulatory risk.
Manual processes to monitor trade or e-communications are inefficient and provide
inadequate coverage of data due to the need to adopt a sample-based approach.
Use of numerous unconnected technology solutions to provide oversight of market abuse
and surveillance risks.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●
●

●

Assess the level and effectiveness of challenge and oversight provided by governance
forums over surveillance including whether management information provides suitable
indicators of performance and areas of risk.
Identify areas where COVID-19 has led to a change in processes and procedures and
whether this has impacted the effectiveness of surveillance and/or compliance with
regulatory obligations.
Has there been adequate consideration of whether working from home and / or market
conditions required a different surveillance approach.
Consider whether appropriate calibrations were considered / made to the surveillance
approach and parameters to account for the market situation and ways of working during
COVID-19.
Assess whether available resources and technology enable processes and controls to
operate in a sufficiently timely manner to meet regulatory obligations to report without
delay.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●

Assess the processes and controls in place to identify and document necessary data feed
requirements into surveillance systems on a detailed model by model basis to ensure that
models have the necessary inputs to operate effectively.
Assess the process performed to calibrate surveillance models and how judgements
have been made as to the appropriateness of threshold calibrations, considering
differences in trading strategies and the firms’ potential impact on the market across
different product types.
Assess whether sample based surveillance provides adequate coverage to mitigate risk.
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Change risk overview
Across the financial services sector, organisations are undertaking increasing volume and
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As a result change portfolios are covering a number of areas:
As a result change portfolios are covering a number of areas:

Change
portfolio
Change
Portfolio
Regulatory

Business / strategic
●
●
●
●
●
●

Post-COVID-19 transition
Mergers & Acquisitions
New products
Run off / Divest
Re-organisation
Cost reduction

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Operational resilience
LIBOR
IFRS 17
New business authorisation
Remediation activity
Climate change
ESG

Technology
●
●
●
●
●

Data
Cloud migration
Digitisation / Automation
RPA / AI
System implementation, e.g.
Guidewire

An area that is given less attention within audit plans is the strategic management of change (“Portfolio
Assurance”). COVID-19, increasing regulation and cost pressures have seen organisations face more
challenge around how they effectively manage their portfolio of change - how is the business ensuring the
right change is delivered at the right time, that change is consistently and appropriately managed across
the whole organisation, and budgets and resources are appropriately prioritised.
Organisations who try to take on too much change at the same time often find that this becomes
unsustainable. This can lead to major issues arising across both projects and/or BAU activities (of which
there have been several such examples in the last year), drawing attention from the regulator, and creating
reputation risk.
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Programme assurance
The aim of programme assurance is to provide an independent view of whether a project is set up and operating effectively, and whether key risks that could impact successful delivery are identified and being
managed.
As part of audit planning, Internal Audit should look at what projects and programmes are being planned, or are in progress, across the organisation, and consider what to focus on in order to ensure that audit can get
a view on how change is being delivered. This should involve auditing different stages of project delivery, and looking at how the project is being managed and governed, as well as the design and development of key
outputs (deliverables).

Internal Audit focus areas

Key risks

There are different ways to provide programme
assurance over change programmes and for each project
it may be appropriate to perform a series of different
reviews over the lifecycle of the project. This includes:

Key project management and governance risks:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inadequate planning.
Ineffective governance.
Benefits insufficiently defined, tracked and managed.
Failure to appropriately manage risks, issues,
dependencies and changes.
Failure to manage third parties.
Insufficient evidence of business accountability with reliance
placed on the second line / project teams to identify and
remediate issues.

Key risks in relation to the design and development of the
project’s outputs:
●
Failure to appropriately define business and technical
requirements.
●
Lack of business engagement.
●
Insufficient capability and capacity to deliver what is
required.
●
Key elements of delivery are more complicated than
expected (e.g. architectural design of an IT solution,
modelling of regulatory requirements).
●
Failure to identify business critical functions impacted by change
and the up and downstream impacts across the business.
●
Inadequate IT and business readiness planning.
●
Timelines for key stages of delivery (e.g. Testing) are reduced
due to overruns during the design stage.
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Programme health checks
One-off or periodic over the lifecycle.
Includes: project planning, risk management,
governance and benefits management.

Internal Audit should consider the methodology and approaches for
performing programme assurance, in particular, when project’s are
delivering as Agile. This requires more real-time feedback.
It is also important to ensure that there is an appropriate framework
to underpin the programme assurance approach. As an example,
we have developed the “12 elements of delivery excellence”. This
sets out the key areas that we would expect to see in place and
operating effectively to help enable successful programme delivery.
This will help ensure audits focus on the key risk areas and to ensure
consistency across reviews.

Deep dive reviews
Looking at specific risk areas. For example,
testing strategy and management, people
and culture, financial management and
system design. This also includes
post-implementation and lesson learned
reviews.

Engaged
stakeholders

Stage gate reviews

Embedded assurance
Delivery of ongoing assurance
support/real-time feedback. For example,
attendance and observation at key meetings
and forums and at key decision points.

Managed
risk and
opportunities

Governance
enabling decision
making

Clear scope

Point in time assessments of the project
before, or at, critical stages. For example,
Go/No Go decisions and progression from
design to build.

Agile
charge
control

Embedded life
cycle assurance
and learning

High
performing
teams

The 12 elements
of delivery
excellence forms
part of our
Project
Assessment
Framework

Smart financing

Delivery enabling plans

Active quality
management
Integrated
suppliers

Focused
benefits
management
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Portfolio assurance
Internal Audit functions need to consider how they are looking at the organisation’s “portfolio” of projects and programmes as a whole. This is crucial because there may be risks that, while low impact for
individual projects, when considered in aggregate across a number of projects could cause significant impact on the organisation. To manage these risks a robust change management framework is required.
This includes how to prioritise what projects to undertake, ensure that projects are delivered consistently and the right information is gathered to assess status and monitor risk trends, and how the organisation
assess it’s change risk and resilience. This is an area that assurance providers rarely consider and challenge, but is critical to successful sustainable change within a business.
Internal Audit should also consider how it can gain assurance over whether the organisation’s portfolio management as a whole is fit for purpose, i.e. the strategy, processes and approach for how the
organisation delivers and oversees change. This is often the root cause of project failure. Furthermore, the assessment and management of the organisation’s change risk profile, and how the organisation is
managing its resilience with regard to change, is often overlooked by Internal Audit functions. Particularly in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is becoming even more important to be able to maintain a change
portfolio that can respond to unexpected impacts and can sustainably deliver solutions that can adapt to changing BAU circumstances.
These areas, which can all be considered as part of portfolio-level change assurance, must be considered as part of audit planning.

Key risks
There are a range of strategic change risks to consider.
This is in relation to the set up and management of the
change management framework and also strategic risks
that could impact the successful delivery of the portfolio as a
whole.
Some of the key risks are articulated in the diagram.

The Change Management Framework

●
●
●
Portfolio Governance
●

PMO
Change Risk
Profile

Inadequate
understanding of
Change Risk and
its impact on the
wider risk
management
framework

●
●

Governance forums do not focus
on the right areas
There is poor MI impacting the
quality of decision making

Failure to appropriately implement Agile
Project management tools and processes are not
fit for purpose - projects are not consistently set up

Portfolio
prioritisation

●

The organisation is taking
on too much change

Internal Audit focus areas

Portfolio of change projects
●

The wrong projects are
prioritised

●
●
Change Management Culture

Portfolio wide risks are not being
identified and managed (e.g.
resource capability and capacity,
holistic technology risk)
The change portfolio is not resilient to
internal and external changes
Failure to deliver fit for purpose and
sustainable change
Failure to deliver the portfolio to time,
cost, quality

●
●
●
●
●

Embedded assurance (see previous
page).
SME led deep dive reviews to focus on
specific risk areas.
Portfolio management and governance
health checks.
Proactive challenge on portfolio and
strategic risk management.
Shorter, real-time assurance sprints to
look at processes and behaviours.
Independent review of Change Risk
assessments / portfolio prioritisation.
Internal Audit should consider their role
in portfolio governance and prioritisation
processes, and what change expertise
they have within the team to do this.

Lack of organisational buy-in and engagement for change
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Post-COVID-19 transition
Six critical business areas to
Navigating the release from lockdown remains a highly complex problem. While all six areas of response on the diagram to the right need
to be addressed, to appropriately manage the ongoing pandemic and recovery, evaluating when and how to gradually bring employees
back to the workplace represents a critical challenge to solve. It is complex and raises new risks to the business, not least litigation risk if
something were to go wrong.

consider

The cyclical nature of the virus also creates added complexity as recovery plans need to bake in future lockdown scenarios, and enable
organisations to effectively manage their business as lockdown is turned on and off, globally, nationally and in specific locations.
At the same time, never has there been a better opportunity to reassess business strategy to learn from the lessons of lockdown to help
drive improved business resilience, customer interaction, drive new products, optimise workforce locations and use of digitalisation.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

●
●
●
●

Assess how the business has performed their impact analysis and developed their implementation plans in line with
government and World Health Organisation guidelines
Review the organisation’s transition plan for resuming facility operations. This should include the risk assessment,
identification of critical services, change management, stakeholder assessment, project timeline and dependencies,
and the communication plan. In particular, consider the key risks in the change management, operational resilience
and third party risk topics within this document.
Review the project plan for returning to lockdown in case of future secondary waves.
Consider the impact of the transition plan on the wider portfolio of change - how has this impacted budgets, resources
and priorities?
Consider the impact of the transition plan on the Internal Audit function - how this impacts your work, location
strategy, priorities and the risks assessment and plan.
Impact on fitness and probity (or SEAR once adopted) and documentation of reasonable steps.
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Workforce

Crisis
Management

Supply Chain
and Operations

Finance and
Liquidity

Tax, Trade
and
Regulations

Strategy and
Brand

Delays in resumption of operations due to unavailability of critical/enhanced facility services.
Increased employee health and safety risk and service disruption due to reduced building maintenance leading to potential
financial, regulatory and reputational damage.
Key stakeholders may not have clarity on feasibility of resuming operations which may have an adverse effect on business
strategy.
Risk of spreading COVID-19 within the workplace and office community due to non-adherence to social distancing
measures, leading to social, reputational and litigation risk.
Organisational workplace may not be prepared and lack agility to respond against potential secondary waves in the future.
Impact on existing change projects as a result of budgetary and resource constraints.
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Strategy
Planning and execution of mergers, acquisitions and divestment
It is evident that the impact of COVID-19 on the economy will be protracted and severe however
CEOs are already thinking about next steps and how to get back on the growth agenda.
With high levels of liquidity available in the market, falling valuation creating acquisition opportunities
and a desire and need for FS organisations to transform their core business and supporting
operating models we anticipate a deals led recovery to the economy with many organisations set to
be impacted by M&A activity. Others will look to refocus their existing operations, divesting areas of
the business no longer considered profitable or critical to ongoing strategic initiatives.
At such a time it is critical firms have the governance and processes in place to oversee this activity
across deal origination, value identification, execution and post deal value realisation.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Ineffective governance and programme management over the deal process.
Lack in clarity of the end-to-end deal process including required activities and expected
timelines.
Lack of strategic focus and / or an undefined and appropriately challenged business
case.
Ineffective due diligence including appointment of appropriate advisors and SMEs.
Lack of control and monitoring on deal spend.
Poor management information to manage the process.
Lack of focus on post deal activities - systems, people, processes and policies,
governance, communication and culture.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●

Programme assurance over the end-to-end management of the deal including post deal
implementation activities.
Deal governance structure and supporting workstreams.
Quality, availability, use and oversight of management information used throughout the
deal.
Completeness of Deal Plan and supporting activities and achievability of timescales.
The role of risk management and their challenge of the business.
Evidence of review and challenge of key decisions.
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Authorisation activity
Undertaking a new licence application is a significant activity that many organisations have to go through. This could be to set up a new regulated entity, setting up new part of business or as part of a
restructure (e.g. Brexit, or as a result of M&A), or setting up a new bank. It is a process that often spans many months or years and involves multiple stages, interactions with the regulator and key activities to
be completed with regard to technology, policies, procedures and governance. Financial services firms undertaking new license applications, variations of permissions (VoPs), waivers and changes in ownership
structure are subject to greater regulatory scrutiny and supervisory requirements. In all cases senior managers need to gain comfort that they are operationally ready with the right systems and controls in place
as well as being compliant with the regulations. Often the regulators, particularly the CBI, will review documentation and interview proposed PCF roles in firms undergoing authorisations, setting action plans
and requirements where they see fit.

Key risks
As with all change initiatives the organisation needs to consider the risk that it fails to meet all of the authorisation requirements. It also needs to manage the risk that it fails to adequately manage all of the work
required in order that the business is ready to achieve a successful go-live within the timescales required. In the worst circumstances, failure to manage a regulatory authorisation in an appropriate manner can
lead to refusal of the application.
Organisations should therefore consider the following:

a) Risk of not meeting authorisation requirements due to:
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Poor financial management, including capital, liquidity and recovery & resolution planning.
Poor design of technology systems / IT control framework.
Lack of governance and control, including fitness and probity of senior management (including
SEAR when it is introduced),
When SEAR is introduced, Board / senior manager will be required to have documented
attestations, setting out their roles and areas of responsibility, resulting in increased scrutiny
from the regulator.
Lack of proactive third party management to ensure third parties are engaged and managed to
minimise possibility of misalignment.
Incomplete policies and procedures. Not having the right policies and procedures can hinder the
progress of an application or make operating in BAU a challenge day to day.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●

Review of key documents and application forms to submit to the regulators - are all key
documents complete and consistent? Are all key risks captured within the risk appetite
statement, in particular those that the regulators will be most keen on in the given
industry? Do the documents coordinate with each other and tell the story clearly as to
how the organisation will work?
Programme assurance - is the project managing the application process set up for
success? Is there the appropriate governance, planning decision making processes,
stakeholder management, risk and issue management, quality assurance, financial
management and scope and requirements management?
Review of regulatory remediation - are all the regulators’ follow up requirements and
action plans accounted for and remediated? Has the right focus and governance been
put in place to achieve this?

Not having a clear and robust risk management framework.

b) Risk of not successfully delivering the programme due to:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Poor project management and governance - a project to manage an application process should be set up and managed as any other project would be, with the appropriate processes and the governance and
oversight required.
Lack of system testing and technical readiness - having a clear testing strategy, planning, test execution and defect management, governance and decision making, cutover and transition planning and QA.
The business and operations are not ready - important to consider this before go live. There will be issues that were risk accepted that need to be resolved and other non-mandatory activities to complete. Also, there
will be “teething” issues. By go-live key resources are often overstretched and may not consider these.
Lack of management or clarity of the Minimal Viable Product (MVP) - being clear on requirements and what components are key at a minimum is critical.
Failure to manage stakeholders effectively, specifically the regulator - having a strategy and clear plan for communicating with the regulator is key to ensuring that deadlines are met and the plan for delivery is
kept on track.
Non-optimal recruitment and resourcing - having a resource plan and the right skills and capabilities to deliver. All the activities may be well planned but is there are enough people to be able to complete everything.
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Cost management
The impact on the economy has only accelerated cost saving programmes across the industry, with organisations re-evaluating their business models. For example, the drive to digital channels is impacting the
need and approach taken with physical branches, whilst digitalisation and near-shoring is changing the distribution of jobs across the country. Cost reduction programmes are large, complex and full of risk.

Key business risks:
●

●

●
●

●

Insufficient understanding of changes
made to the underlying operating model
and control environment means control
failures are more likely.
Inappropriate or inaccurate articulation
of risk appetite, resulting in a firm’s
ability to embed the right risk culture.
Insufficient consideration of key risks in
decision making.
Increased focus on cost cutting controls
diverting attention away from business
as usual activity.
Cost cutting culture promotes staff
attrition.

Internal Audit focus areas:
IA has a key role to play in providing assurance that these
programmes are being run effectively and achieving the outcomes
that are expected in order for the business to meet their strategic
goals. This can be through:
●
Programme Assurance - how are the individual work
streams and projects being managed, how are the risks
and assumptions being considered, is there a critical
path, is effective governance and MI in place?
●
Portfolio Assurance - stepping back to look across a
suite of projects, how are the resources, requirements
and dependencies of these being effectively managed?
●
Continuous Monitoring - how do changes to the risks of
the business, particularly in response to changes
resulting from these cost reduction programmes get
captured in your Audit Plan and risk assessment
process?

To orchestrate a successful transformation, the business will need to
have taken a holistic and differentiated approach across five key areas:
●
●

●

●

●

Developed a clear-eyed strategy - are there clear must-haves?
Identified differentiating capabilities - has management
assessed the criticality and need for costs within the business, to
clarify where to invest and how to pay for it?
Radically transformed the cost structure - what are the short,
medium and long term actions to fundamentally adjust for the
future?
Accelerated the cultural evolution - how has the business
defined
the required behaviours to shape the future
organisation?
Reimagined the operating model - Post-crisis reality will
challenge
today’s operating model across a number of
dimensions. How have these been considered?

Key cost reduction programme risks
●
●
●

●
●

Insufficiently defined cost cutting
initiatives.
Lack of consideration for long
term sustainability.
Insufficient cascade and
embedding of cost cutting
culture.
Poor staff communications.
Lack of consideration for
dependencies between
programmes and workstreams.
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Specific deep dive and stage gate audits could be considered
across the following areas:
●
Validating robustness and achievability of cost reduction
plans including the governance and approval of cost
saving initiatives and how progress is being monitored
and tracked.
●
Validate successful completion of each initiative including
key stage gate reviews.
●
Effectiveness of the communications strategy.
●
Conduct cultural assessments to monitor the impact of
cost cutting activities considering indicators of cultural
change such as staff attrition, disciplinary and grievance
processes and customer complaints.
●
Adherence to the risk management framework and risk
appetite and the effectiveness of the risk function’s ability
to challenge the business.

What we do and where we want to
differentiate

Where work gets done and how
we organise to do work

Foundational

How well what we
do gets executed
Variable
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LIBOR
Programme Governance
In response to the numerous regulatory notes setting out LIBOR’s cessation by the end of 2021, firms across Financial Services have established large scale change programmes to manage the transition from
LIBOR to RFR rates. Areas of change include operational readiness, conduct risk, contract remediation and client outreach and span across functions.
The magnitude of the change is unprecedented as LIBOR has been so ingrained in financial products and organisations’ operating models for over 30 years.
Given the vast scope of this change, FS organisations’ are challenged to monitor and manage risks to delivery, both at organisational level and by impacted business. Programme milestones must align with
pre-LIBOR cessation regulatory targets including the deadline to cease issuance of GBP LIBOR linked cash products by Q1 2021.

Programme key risks

Internal Audit focus areas
●

Lack of readiness to operate post LIBOR cessation & potential
regulatory penalties due to:
●
Insufficient engagement and consultation with key
stakeholders (e.g. Board, ExCo, lines of business) leading
to delayed decisions or inappropriate transition solutions.
●
Insufficient resources to manage complexity & tight
deadlines (tracking industry milestones across 90 industry
working bodies, informing stakeholders and updating
programme plans).
●
Insufficient mitigation planning for key risks e.g.
over-reliance on forward-looking term rates (multi
currencies), the ISDA protocol to remediate derivative
portfolios, causing unplanned workload if clients exclude
trades from the protocol.
●
Inaccurate and / or incomplete progress status reporting,
hindering risk escalation & resolution.

Operational considerations
●
●
●
●
●
●

Modelling and risk tool remediation.
Systems and process enhancements.
Contract analysis and remediation.
FTP, ALM, and liquidity modelling.
Tax implications.
Product control.
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●

Conduct
legal
financial
risks

●

●
●

Operational considerations
●
●
●

Relationship and client service opportunity, as well as new
product development to facilitate transition.
Mitigation of conduct risk balanced with potential revenue,
market share opportunity.

Conduct change audit assessments of the programme plan,
milestones and tasks, cross referenced to key industry
timelines to ensure they align with regulatory expectations.
Determine the effectiveness of decision making processes
though clearly defined central and regional governance
framework. Assess the timeliness, completeness and
business representation in decision making.
Review whether programme assumptions, uncertainties and
dependencies were transparently assessed and
documented; Review the quality, accuracy and
appropriateness of status reporting through review of data
used and MI produced.
Review Internal Audit schedule to ensure it aligns with
LIBOR transition priorities and risks and is resourced.
Review whether the LIBOR program is sufficiently linked to
BAU business requirements e.g. product governance,
financial promotions, value assessment to ensure any
changes follow the correct processes.

Direct economic impacts
●

Risk mitigation focus on balance sheet and
fiduciary responsibilities.

●
●

Management of exposures.
Identification and realisation of transition
optimisation opportunities.

●

Managing the downside risk.

Long lead times, biggest uncertainties and exposures.
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LIBOR

Operational Readiness

Conduct Risk

The transition from LIBOR to RFR benchmarks has seen some progress most notably in GBP interest
rate swaps where SONIA transactions typically account for 45% of trade volumes in any given month.
However, barriers to transition remain across other products and currencies.

FS organisations are developing bespoke conduct risk frameworks to identify and mitigate conduct
risks throughout transition. Conduct risks differ based on business, products and the role the firm pays
in transactions, in addition normally non-priority clients may be the most vulnerable to conduct risk
issues.

In the absence of market conventions across RFR term rates, compounding methodology and
fallback language, FS organisations solve for multiple convention scenarios, resulting to large
volumes of functional requirements to allow for greater system and process flexibility.
Operational complexities and the volume of new products and models will challenge new product
approval processes putting pressure on resources and governance frameworks.

The methodology for pricing products based on RFRs is different to that based on LIBOR. As such,
transition to RFRs has economic value transfer implications which will need to be appropriately
communicated and managed to ensure clients are treated and perceive to be treated fairly.
Conduct risk mitigating actions and controls should be built into each appropriate LIBOR transition
workstream incl. client outreach, contract remediation and business strategy across lines of business.

Key risks
●

●
●

●
●

Heightened operational risk and processing errors due to deployment of tactical tools to
complete RFR calculations and generate accruals, in the absence / delay of strategic
solutions.
Lack of readiness to transact in RFR, due to over-reliance on 3rd party technology vendors
(e.g. ALM & TMS) to develop functionality and interface, coupled with insufficient oversight.
Delayed transition as clients adopt “wait & see” approach in anticipation of term rate
availability. E.g. SOFR term rate will be available late 2021, leaving short period till
LIBOR cessation.
Delayed new product approvals due to lateness of model inventory validation and on
NPA processes and operational capability.
Failed to integrate wider industry bodies milestones (e.g. LCH switch timeline) into Ops
and Tech plans.

Key risks
●
●
●

●
●

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●
●

●

Assess Ops & IT development milestones, management of key dependencies and
oversight approach for 3rd party system vendors for completeness and feasibility vs
regulatory timelines.
Review the design of “tactical” solutions, such as spreadsheet tools deployed while
strategic systems are updated.
Assess the plan and approach to adapt pricing and risk management models, including
curve construction, discount curves, CCP discounting, valuation and historical data sets.
Evaluate the design and assess risks of amended NPA processes where implemented. If
additional risks not identified assess implications and rationale for BAU processes.
Review newly implemented controls incl. surveillance where interim regulatory milestones
are reached (e.g. interim requirement to quote for GBP IR Swaps in SONIA).
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Clients need to be treated fairly and so changes to the underlying product or benchmark
which could detriment the client raises the potential for conduct risk issues.
Firms may see a rise in client disputes or complaints due to the change of rate and
subsequent value transfer in legacy positions when not in favour of the client.
Client mis selling risks may arise if the client feels they have been misinformed or
insufficiently informed of LIBOR transition and the risks associated with entering into new
LIBOR transactions.
Firms continuing to offer long dated products referencing LIBOR, without robust fallback
provisions, increase the risk of market disruption in the event of LIBOR cessation.
Transition may lead to data protection breaches as sharing of confidential information on
client positions and/or contracts could cross internal information barriers or be shared with
external parties when undertaking contract remediation activities.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

●

●

Review the completeness of the conduct risk framework, ensure that mappings to controls by
business unit are complete and that conduct related delivery risks are captured and managed.
Review timing, sufficiency and completeness of disclaimers and disclosures in client
communications (incl. Pre-trade disclosures) and appropriate fallback language is
including in contracts.
Review dispute or complaint handling mechanisms for LIBOR related conduct risk issues,
confirm that issues are being recorded appropriately and that remediating actions are added
to project plans.
Evaluate readiness and training of staff to allow appropriate identification and mitigation of
conduct risks.
October 2020
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Client Communications
When setting up LIBOR transition programmes, firms typically viewed client outreach as required
once their transition plans or contract renegotiation was underway. The importance though of timely
client communications as a primary method to mitigate conduct risk should not be understated.
Although there remains some uncertainty with industry conventions for specific products and rates,
regulators have reiterated that firms should aim to transparently engage clients, especially
non-financial services clients, on the implications of recent developments.
This is the time to provide thought leadership around the potential effects of benchmark volatility on
client portfolios and LIBOR transition planning. Although clients may have questions that do not yet
have definitive answers—such as the methodology of credit premium adjustment for collateralised
Risk Free Rates —proactive and consistent communication will ensure that they are prepared for the
transition.

Key risks
●

●

●

Delays in engaging clients on LIBOR transition poses significant risks, both for the
general education phase (notify LIBOR transition) or during the negotiation phase of
client outreach (bilateral comms with specific client enquiries in regards to underlying
legal agreement).
Incomplete client engagement: failed to cover “true” client list for client comms activities.
This is normally defined based on revenue and risk position between the transition firm
and its clients.
Poor client experience throughout the transition period may lead to client
dissatisfaction:e.g. inconsistent client comms from different teams to the same client or
failure to update client on key transition comms such as firm-wide switch dates and firm’s
approach on Fund Transfer Pricing.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

●
●

Review the updated and completeness of the in-scope client list and ensure any
exception were signed-off under appropriate governance forum.
Review any additional communications that are targeted to non-financial service clients
and adequate engagements have been made to assist them to understand LIBOR
transition and its impacts to clients.
Review timing, sufficiency and completeness of disclaimers & disclosures and
other marketing materials in client communications.
Assess internal and external communications and client outreach strategies
(especially comms facing Non-Financial Service clients).

Finance, Treasury, Tax & Risk
Model risk impacts due to LIBOR transition will pose significant challenges across financial services.
Examples include; new conventions may drive settlement disputes, uncertain fallback language
creates fair value complexities, new fallback conventions could transform vanilla swaps into trades
with exotic payoffs impacting suitability and appropriateness assessments whilst lack of liquidity in
RFR (or later LIBOR) products may lead to increased margin periods.
Accounting functions will need to reassess their balance sheets, firms will need to consider if
modifications to financial instruments will impact their assets and liabilities and review how hedging
relationships have been impacted.
Treasurers are going to need to determine adjustments to balance sheet management strategies and
treasury positions in light of the challenges posed by the transition. Exposure hedging may prove
less effective and so tolerances and risk limits will need to be reviewed due to LIBOR vs RFR basis
risks.
Firms will need to consider whether realisation events are triggered across jurisdictions where they
operate both in relation to the one off transition and also considering ongoing tax consequences due
to changes in status of agreements or the profitability of an entity.

Key risks
●
●
●

LIBOR transition has the potential to impact balance sheets for firms.
Changes to the balance sheet, particularly income statements, could also have tax
implications both one off for the transition and on an ongoing basis.
Existing balance sheet management strategies may not be appropriate and could need
to be reviewed.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

Review existing programme milestones and RAID logs, ensure highlighted issues or
complexities are identified and documented.
Ensure that key stakeholders within FTTR functions are included within other transition
working groups and decision making bodies as appropriate.
Ensure that the firm is able to identify and distinguish separate LIBOR and RFR
components of risks and hedges.
Review and ensure policy and procedure documentation has been updated to reflect
changes such as those in relation to fund transfer pricing, sensitivity or liquidity modelling
methodologies.
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Contract Management
FS organisations are likely to have a significant inventory of contracts that reference LIBOR that will need to be renegotiated and transitioned onto RFRs. LIBOR transition programmes will need to identify
affected contracts, locate and review them, develop a remediation strategy and then commence contract negotiation, remediation and client outreach activities. Due to the magnitude of the effort required,
many organisations with large volumes of contracts are likely to employ technological solutions that support with various elements of the contract management lifecycle.
At the most basic, firms may employ contract digitisation technology to make their contracts machine readable and develop a taxonomy of their exposures. More sophisticated tooling, such as PwC’s proprietary
eBam tooling, is then able to provide solutions for remediation, workflows, MI and also be integrated with client outreach tooling which can improve the control environment, increase speed of delivery and
reduce resource requirements for contract remediation activities and so costs in relation to the transition.

Key risks
●

●

●

●

Transition delays and lack of
readiness due to:
○
Volume of effort required to
design, operationalise and
perform the contract remediation
process including deployment of
workflow management tools,
within a short time period.
Remediation of “tough legacy” contracts
(i.e. contracts with inherent difficulties to
remediate such as publicly issued notes
where note consent is required to
change contracts terms).
Breach of data protection regulation by
inappropriate management of contract
information.
Litigation from inclusion of inappropriate
fallback language. Certain local
jurisdiction will have specific country law
that requires bespokely designed
contract management plans (e.g. certain
laws in Italy will enforce bilateral
amendment on legal agreements).

Ingestion

PwC

digitisation

Codification

Inventory scan

Amendment
generation

Client
outreach

Impact analysis

Contract template
authoring

Repapering plan

Amendment production

Internal audit focus areas
●

●

●

Document transition
●
Amendment validation

Clustering

Client outreach

Agreement execution

Data collaboration and reporting

Data collaboration
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Contract remediation and client
outreach

Digitisation and contract analysis

●

Dashboarding

Exposure reporting

Review methodology for
identification of the population
of in-scope LIBOR contracts
and related exposures
Ensure sufficient MI is available
and review all exclusion
rationales and any governance
sign-offs.
Review approach for
assessment and management
of risks related to fallback
language and corresponding
litigation.
Review plans to remediate
each contract type, considering
the agreed approach to
remediating contracts, timing
and ownership of remediation,
client outreach activities and
alignment with regulatory
timelines (e.g. BoE & ARCC
milestones for inclusion of
fallback language).
Review design and operational
effectiveness of controls
related to end-to-end contract
remediation process including
alignment and compliance with
data handling regulation.
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Technology risk overview
Technology
With an ever changing technology risk landscape we have updated the IT risk universe under 4 domain
areas of Security, Compliance, Resilience and Operations. Resilience as a topic is at the forefront of every
organisations and therefore leading Internal Audit functions are adopting a holistic approach to resilience.
We have covered this topic within the Business Resilience section of this document.
The use of low code analytics tools is transforming business processes. This introduces its own risks
around integrity of management information and therefore we expect Internal Audit functions to continue
focus on data quality, governance and auditing the emerging technology and tools.
This section addresses the following four topics where we expect increased regulatory focus for
Technology Internal Audit functions:

Security

Compliance

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Cyber Security
Security awareness and training
Identity and access
management
Privileged access
Threat and vulnerability
management
Data loss prevention

Governance structure
IT policies and standards
Cost and chargeback
IT risk management
IT compliance
IT performance
management

Cloud governance and security
IT development and operations (DevOps)

IT risk
universe

IT risk reporting
Technology architecture

IT Operations

Resilience

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●
●
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Systems Quality
Data quality and integrity
Acquiring and developing
new technologies
Change Management
Dev Ops
Service Delivery/Problem
management
Data Centre

●

IT strategy
Third party
Emerging Technology Blockchain, Cloud,
Machine Learning
Project/programme
management
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Technology architecture and IT risk reporting

IT architecture
Management need to have sufficient detail about the range of IT services that the organisation
uses, the recovery architecture that supports how day to day resilience is provided, and the
capabilities that the business has to be able to continue to provide those services when a larger
scale technology problem has occurred. Regulators and customers expect that services will
continue to be available. Management’s stakeholders need to know which are the most critical IT
services, and the level of protection that is required, and the strengths and limitations of your
recovery capabilities.

IT risk reporting framework - key risk indicators
Following several high profile IT incidents across the industry, there has been an increased focus by
the CBI and Boards around the effectiveness of identifying and managing IT risks underpinning
business critical processes. In parallel, firms are looking to harness the potential of emerging and
disruptive technologies to transform and address the competing demands of customers. In
response, financial services firms are investing in developing or enhancing their capabilities to
identify, assess, manage and anticipate IT risks in accordance to risk appetite through an agreed
set of key risk indicators (KRIs). This can provide leadership with an accurate, timely view of IT risk
exposures, enabling informed decision making around risk and control, and provide better foresight
of the risk profile for technology, trends, remediation and investment.

Key risks
●
●
●
●

IT services may not be well enough understood, or business needs are out of alignment
with recovery capabilities.
The intended solutions may not be fully built out or adequately tested.
Your organisation may be carrying a greater level of risk than is properly understood.
High profile technology failures are common, you need to have tested solutions ready
that you can demonstrate are adequate for the needs of your organisation.

Key risks
●
●

●

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●

●

Review and understand what the primary recovery architecture is in the event of an
outage of the organisation’s main computing environment - the design and clarity of
recovery solution which should cater for both short term or long term interruptions to
power or networking. Workload should be easily moved to a recovery location.
Review the data centre structure - whether the organisation uses physical data centres,
whether operated internally or a managed service provider, or uses the cloud. It is
important to understand which IT services are on which data centre.
Review the evidence of the testing of recovery solution once built out - testing should be
based on a realistic simulation of what might need to be performed in the event of an
outage.
Review the capabilities to recover from data loss, whether accidental or malicious or
perhaps driven by malware or other cyber threats.

There is an ineffective suite of leading KRIs to evaluate the control effectiveness impact
on business risk appetite leaving the organisation exposed.
A firm does not have the necessary information to manage and monitor significant
technology risks facing the organisation and unable to adapt to new ways of working.
Significant risk exposures are not escalated on a consistent basis to support the efficient
allocation of resources for assessment, improvement and monitoring.
Unable to truly grasp technology risk reporting at the right level of granularity making
assessing capability, remediation requirements and investment decisions difficult.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

●

●

Review the IT risk profile for key business risks and the KRI reporting framework and
assess KRIs against risk appetite.
Assess how KRIs have been defined across the technology risk universe to measure risk
levels, including the selection of indicators and thresholds and proposed action plans.
Review the technology risk operating model by providing assurance on and validating
existing controls and assuring KRIs and service level agreements in line with industry
good practices.
Assess the catalogue of data aligned to KRIs that feed into risk management practices, e.g.
audit results, incident data, change failures, data breaches, cyber risk events, resiliency
metrics.
Review scorecards/metrics around key controls and KRIs to ensure interpretation of the
metrics is appropriate and consistent across business lines/locations including aggregated
view.
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Cloud governance and security
The “cloud” is a computing model provided by Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) that allows organisations convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or CSP interaction. Cloud computing is the top technology that is disrupting enterprise and consumer markets around the
world. With cloud computing, applications and data are available to an organisation’s user base wherever and whenever users choose to connect.
Cloud adoption has, as anticipated, seen a significant upward trajectory over the past few years. There is an increased appetite with organisations to adopt cloud services to reduce costs and increase
efficiencies in operations. Its benefits such as flexibility (pay-as-you-go), technological sophistication, cost efficiency, customer empowerment are undeniable. The risk however, if not managed
carefully, can be significant such as risks are related to weak cloud security measures of the services, such as storing data without controls such as encryption, or lack of multi-factor authentication to
access the service.
The use of cloud computing does pose risk to the enterprise; but if key risks to the business are understood and planned for the outset, they can be managed. An effective cloud governance and security
framework can facilitate effective and efficient security management and operations in the cloud environment so that an enterprise's business targets are achieved.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●
●

The cloud services are not aligned to business strategy.
A way of measuring the realisation benefits and return on investment for cloud is not defined.
The contractual obligations with cloud service providers (CSP) are not aligned with business
expectations.
The cloud services do not meet regulatory and compliance requirements.
The cloud hosted infrastructure is not scalable,resilient, and do not have security controls in place.
IT Service Management (ITSM) processes do not integrate with hosted IT services.

Internal Audit focus areas
The focus of Internal Audit function will vary depending on the level of cloud adoption by the business, but
some of the key focus areas are listed below:
●
Review the effectiveness of the governance forum used to ensure cloud use remains aligned with
the business’ strategic objectives.
●
Review the management information, vendor reports, and metrics used to give confidence that IT
services meet and remain aligned to business needs.
●
Assess the process to identify, prioritise, and mitigate cloud risk.
●
Review the design and effectiveness of controls to ensure cyber security data integrity, privacy,
recovery, and multi-tenant isolation etc.
●
Assess the design, operation, and integration of ITSM processes (change, release, capacity,
configuration and incident management to) used to manage cloud hosted IT services.
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Cloud risk management

Cloud
migration

Cloud
strategy

Digital
integration

Benefits
delivery

Business
continuity

Vendor
management

Cyber
security

Regulatory
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IT development and operations (DevOps)
The combination of IT development (Dev) and operations (Ops) teams was created as a way
of combining software engineering and IT operations to adopt an agile, faster and controlled
method for developing software. The rapid evolution of agile computing, faster software
development needs and constraints put on software release management processes,
particularly in the FS sector, has resulted in the need to adopt DevOps processes that could
support application release automation, continuous integration (CI) tools, and continuous
delivery (CD).
As DevOps adopt a more agile and automated approach to software development, Internal
Audit has to shift its focus on the risks around changing profile of IT operations, increased
use of tooling and technology to integrate IT processes, automation and standardisation and
the governance challenges that come with faster deployment and quicker delivery.

Key risks
●

●
●
●

The basic principles underpinning a DevOps framework can be categorised as:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Code – Code development and review, source code management tools, code
merging.
Build – Continuous integration tools, build status.
Test – Continuous testing tools that provide feedback on business risks.
Package – Artifact repository, application pre-deployment staging.
Release – Change management, release approvals, release automation.
Configure – Infrastructure configuration and management, infrastructure as
code tools.
Monitor – Applications performance monitoring, end–user experience.

●
●

Appropriate governance and DevOps framework has not been established within the
organisation and lacks the culture and people with the appropriate skill set to manage
DevOps risks.
Service management and IT controls across the 1st, 2nd and 3rd lines do not reflect
how risks around DevOps processes are managed.
Lack of policies to regulate toolsets, design patterns and deployment practices across
teams.
Lack of quality assurance embedded within the automation of processes which
impacts quality and rigour of code and build test.
CI/CD pipeline focuses on speed at the expense of quality and as a result error and
bugs might be introduced into the environment
Inability to determine ad-hoc changes and their impact. Changes to code,
infrastructure, configuration, documentation, and scripts are not tracked and cannot be
audited.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●

●

To ensure that there is oversight from a management perspective, and that DevOps
practices within the organisation are operating within a controlled framework.
DevOps metrics have been agreed as per organisational priorities, and there is
sufficient visibility of these metrics to leadership, and they are used to drive decisions.
Staff are adequately trained in order to be effective in DevOps environment, taking
into account industry best practices.
Deployment is conducted within agreed parameters and the CI/CD pipeline is
automated.
Automated testing is being conducted with the same rigour, coverage and consistency
as a non DevOps environment, with appropriate entry/ exit criteria and quality despite
higher and more frequent volumes.
DevOps practices are permitting standardisation through automation and consistency
within coding, delivery and deployment mechanisms.
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Conduct risk overview

As the seriousness of the COVID-19 pandemic became clear towards the end of Q1, the
GoI, the CBI and other agencies moved quickly to announce a series of measures for firms
to try and help ease the financial burden on customers who may have suffered, by losing
their job. The pronouncements were set out in various papers in a very short period of time,
mostly in Q2 of 2020. Given the extreme nature of the COVID-19 pandemic this was totally
understandable as the CBI along with other regulators moved to try and protect the
economy, customers and financial services firms themselves.
As a result, firms had to respond rapidly to temporary changes to rules and new guidance,
much more quickly than at any other previous time, with little or no consultation period and
no lead-in time for the application of the new requirements. Whilst the changes affected
various stages of the customer journey, they predominantly focused on ensuring customers
were given payment holidays, if needed, on lending products of all types. This was
supported by amended forbearance and mortgage / loan default requirements.
With the need for a focus on short term measures, a number of wider initiatives were put on
hold and delayed. In the immediacy of the CBI announcements actions were, quite rightly,
taken quickly by firms to try and assist customers, particularly those who might be viewed as
vulnerable.
It will also also be important for firms to constantly review resourcing in areas of the business
that are likely to come under pressure, such as collections and complaint handling. Spikes in
complaint volumes are anticipated in respect of actions taken in response to COVID-19 as
we move into the end of 2020 and early 2021.
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Treatment of vulnerable customers
Vulnerable customers
The CBI and other regulators have increasingly become more interventionist and forthright in their views when it comes to markets that are not adequately
protecting the most vulnerable consumers in society. The CBI published a press release in March 2020 on the fair treatment of insurance consumers, bringing
more clarity over expectations when it comes to the identification, management and monitoring of vulnerable consumers. The CBI has also reached written to the
Chairs and CEOs of both Life and General insurance firms to put forward consumer-focused solutions for insurance payment breaks, policy rebates and claims
in light of the emergency.The FCA was expected to publish Final Guidance on The Fair Treatment of Vulnerable Customers earlier in 2020. Although delayed by
COVID-19, the final guidance is expected in late 2020 to early 2021. The CBI has also introduced similar measures in the Banking sector through various
initiatives such as mortgage breaks, extensions of credit lines, risk guarantees, and trade finance.
Firms need to reflect on their purpose, business model, customer culture and capability to identify, manage and monitor vulnerability, and ensure that they have
effective policies, controls and capabilities in place to treat vulnerable customers fairly.

Key risks
●

Firms do not understand the impact of COVID-19 on the number of their customers which are vulnerable.

●

Data quality is not sufficient to identify and monitor vulnerable customers effectively, creating unfair customer outcomes.

●

Customer vulnerability is only embedded within customer facing processes, not all relevant areas. For example, underwriting and product design.

●

Staff are inadequately trained and empowered to identify and appropriately handle customer vulnerability.

●

Processes, policies and controls across the customer journey are not designed and operated effectively to identify and derive fair outcomes for unique
customer circumstances and those that may change over time.

●

Escalation to the Board, and engagement of the Board, with vulnerable customers is not sufficient to enable decisions to be made which will drive good
customer outcomes for vulnerable customers.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

Assess the design of the Vulnerable Customers policy and its adequacy in relation to the business model, products offered and the impact of COVID-19
on the customer base.

●

Undertake an assessment of how the COVID-19 pandemic has caused short and long term vulnerability amongst the customer base.

●

Review customer files to assess the effectiveness of the firm's’ approach to vulnerable customers, including:
○

How it has responded to the COVID-19 pandemic it it’s treatment of customer vulnerability;

○

How effectively it identifies, documents and records potential vulnerability; and

○

How effectively it responds to and monitors vulnerable customers, including whether those customers receive fair outcomes.
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Workforce risk overview
The audit universe: people processes
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Now more than ever, it is imperative that organisations proactively manage their
workforce risk, combining strong governance and leadership, a clear inclusion and
diversity strategy underpinned by data analytics, a cohesive culture with supporting
behavioural frameworks, and flexibility which empowers the workforce and encourages
a strong focus on wellbeing. These four factors, when combined with a clear
organisational strategy and supported by strong people processes, will allow
organisations to continually adapt and improve to effectively manage workforce risk.
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Whilst we have seen the call for change come from the bottom, it is senior management
who must listen to these voices and enact the changes so desperately needed, or risk
the loss of future talent, market share and relevance in the changing market.
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With both employees and customers placing organisations under additional scrutiny in
regards to how they treat not only their employees but the wider community,
organisations can no longer look at processes and aspects of diversity in silo. Instead
organisations must recognise how historic ways of working have continually
discriminated against specific members of the community and cemented
marginalisation, and take a holistic approach to rectifying these problems, accounting
for all intersections including (but not limited to) race, gender, nationalily, disability,
socioeconomic background, sexuality and culture.

ive

Workforce risk is continually evolving, and in 2020 we have seen a number of workforce
shifts, such as the mass move to remote working as a result of COVID-19 and the
subsequent stronger focus on wellbeing and mental health, as well as the surge of
energy behind the Black Lives Matter movement inspired and directed by racially
motivated events in the US, here in Ireland and around the globe.
These shifts have shown us that workforce risk is inextricably linked to political, cultural
and health
forces far beyond the control of individual organisations, although unquestionably
reinforced by the structural and systemic inequality and barriers which are often
compounded by the way in which we run our business.

Payroll
Training &
development

Workforce
planning

Retention

Leavers
& offboarding

Flexibility and wellbeing

Reward,
recognition
& incentives

Recruitment
& onboarding

Conduct

Culture and behaviour

Within our workforce risk model we have identified nine key people processes. Cultural and
regulatory factors should drive the development of the people strategy, which in turn
encompasses the people processes. Organisations should have a comprehensive understanding
of how these processes function end-to-end, with Internal Audit providing insight into strategy,
individual processes, cultural and regulatory factors and how these all interact.
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Governance and leadership
Effectiveness of Board decisions during the COVID-19 pandemic
The presence of strong governance can no longer be viewed as a reactive process; instead, faced with increasing uncertainty, organisations must take a proactive stance to manage risk and realise business
opportunities that align with stakeholders’ expectations and ultimately their business strategy. The latest Corporate Governance Code (CGC) came into force on: 1 January 2016 for Insurance companies; 11
January 2016 for Credit Institutions; and, 1 July 2019 for the Investment Firms and Market Operators. The CGC contains a substantial guidance document regarding Board effectiveness. The regulators have
also indicated that they will continue to prioritise effective governance arrangements at Board level. In particular, they will be focused on how the Board has provided oversight to the business during the
COVID-19 pandemic and how the governance framework has been able to support this.

Key risks
●
●
●
●

●

Lack of focused and timely management information (including stakeholder considerations)
to support directors in the decision making process, which can hinder response time.
Lack of communication on COVID-19 specific matters from the executive team to the Board
to enable the Board to have appropriate oversight.
Lack of time for key agenda items, and lack of evidence of contribution by individual directors
in documentation such as Board minutes.
Lack of formalised delegated authorities can mean decisions are made at an inappropriate
level. Lack of regular meetings can mean rushed decisions and the Board not being
appropriately apprised of the latest information.
Lack of process for documenting governance activity, in particular the stakeholder
engagement that supported and informed decision making, and the adoption of any
government reliefs.

Data Analytics in this area
●

Automated review of Board papers and meeting minutes can be undertaken
to product a view of decisions, actions and key areas of risk oversight as
well as compliance with mandated responsibilities of those charged with
governance, ensuring adequate challenge.

Internal Audit focus areas
Internal Audit should clearly determine the scope and purpose of any review. For example, whether the
review is of corporate governance (structure, composition, control, quality of management information and
documentation) or a formal Board effectiveness review (Board dynamics, leadership, decision making and
contribution). Additional Board effectiveness focus areas include, but are not limited to:
●
Assess the adequacy of documentation of committee activity and responsibilities of key
individuals and committees against the new increased requirements.
●
Assess the sufficiency of focus on wider stakeholders amid increased reporting requirements.
●
Creation of a detailed questionnaire for all Board members to complete to gain a clear
understanding of their views on the effectiveness of the Board/committees, supplemented with
sampled interviews.
●
Board training, awareness of duties and conflicts of interest management.
●
Delegations of authority.
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Governance and leadership
Governance effectiveness and Senior Executive Accountability Regime (SEAR)
In addition to regulatory expectations at Board level, the CBI continues to see good governance and accountability across the organisation as a key driver of a firm’s culture which shapes their outcomes for
consumer and markets. Faced with increasing uncertainty, it is critical that firms keep their governance under review to ensure they are fit for purpose. It is critical that firms proactively put in place robust
governance arrangements and continue to reinforce individual accountability through SEAR, when it is implemented, in order to manage its risks, protect consumers and markets, and achieve their business
strategy.

Governance effectiveness key risks:
●
●

●

Lack of clear articulation and documentation of existing and changes to
governance arrangements.
Lack of clear and consistent understanding of the governance arrangements in
place Escalations and reporting are not made timely and appropriately to enable
effective risk management.
Lack of appropriate information flow to enable effective oversight and decision
making.

SEAR key risks:
●
●
●
●
●

Governance effectiveness assurance audit focus areas:
●

●

●

Appropriateness of the governance structure, including committee structure,
purpose, composition, balance of skills, responsibilities, reporting lines and
delegation of authority.
Effectiveness of governance processes, including meeting administration,
preparation of committee packs, decision making process, managing conflicts of
interest and clarity of documentation.
Monitoring the performance of governance committees, including committee
performance evaluation, appropriateness of decision making, succession
planning, induction and training, as well as committee culture and behaviours.

●

SEAR Assurance audit focus areas:
●
●
●
●
●
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Lack of understanding of individual responsibilities and dependency on other
areas/functions.
Insufficient understanding and evidencing of reasonable steps to avoid a
contravention from occurring or continuing.
Lack of understanding of conduct rules.
Non-compliance with upcoming SEAR requirements.
Lack of evidence to demonstrate what a conduct breach might look like and
how this might link through to disciplinary proceeds.
Failure to evidence the effectiveness of the assessment approach for the
certification population.

Appropriateness of reporting lines, delegation and resourcing.
Evidencing of reasonable steps.Appropriateness of financial and non-financial conduct
risk monitoring, including remote monitoring arrangements.
Completeness of training, tailored to job roles and new work arrangements. Linkage
between conduct rules to firm values and desired culture.
Appropriateness and effectiveness of performance and competence assessment
process, including the use of subjective judgement and consistency in application.
Recording conduct breaches and linkage to disciplinary procedures.
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Inclusion and diversity
Inclusion and diversity (I&D, also known as D&I) is vital to recruiting and retaining the top talent within the financial sector, and should be at the forefront when developing the people processes that constitute the
employee lifecycle. Research has consistently demonstrated that the more diverse the workforce, the better the performance. As well as bridging skills gaps, reducing instances or groupthink and attracting further
talent, workforce diversity also promotes customer centricity, with organisations which embrace diversity enjoying a greater market share.
Alongside the clear commercial benefits of embracing I&D, the government and regulators are increasingly focused on culture, inclusion and diversity. Whilst these trends have encouraged I&D to move up the
leadership agenda, the intention to foster I&D is not consistently translating into real improvements on the ground. In recent years, many organisations have undertaken initiatives, influenced by forces such as a
desire to align policies with competitors, industry good practice, or in response to employee feedback. These initiatives are typically reactive and have not necessarily been implemented as part of a wider diversity
strategy, or with a specific purpose or intention in mind. They have also often not been tested using data specific to the organisation. This means that, despite considerable activity and investment by many firms,
there has been little concrete output, and most significantly, the activity has not succeeded in “moving the dial” on its own.
Opportunities are still not equal for all, and where employees believe their aspirations won’t be met, they will inevitably vote with their feet. How employees (and customers) perceive an organisation’s intentions in
the I&D space is vital, and the actions organisation take are coming under increased scrutiny, proving that words are no longer enough. Organisations need a clear I&D strategy and governance framework,
underpinned by goals and objectives, informed by KPIs and embedded into the people processes. A number of organisations are now relooking at their strategy to improve this, using data analytics combined with a
clear set of diversity priorities to identify targeted actions that they believe will have the largest impact and generate the greatest return on investment.
In July 2020, the CBI published ‘A Thematic Assessment of Diversity & Inclusion in Insurance Firms’. The assessment highlights evidence of a lack of Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) in a sample of 11 insurance
undertakings, including some of the largest insurers operating in Ireland.The Assessment considered a number of factors including insurance undertakings’ policies, procedures and practices, as well as their
approaches to monitoring progress on D&I. Remuneration of men and women was also examined and an analysis was conducted into pre-approved control function (PCF) applications received by the CBI between
2012- 2018.

Key risks
Where organisations do not actively embed I&D across their business, there are a number of
consequences which can compound poor I&D in the long term and negatively impact on commercial
performance:
●
Candidates are increasingly using the I&D data publically available (both qualitative e.g.
workplace review apps, and quantitative e.g. regulatory reporting) to inform decisions
on where to work. Organisations for whom such data is either not available, or reveals
a lack of clear commitment to I&D or improvement over time, may find that their talent
pool depletes over time and increasingly mirrors the majority characteristics already
present within the organisation.
●
A lack of I&D governance and informed decision making may lead to initiatives
providing poor return on investment. For example where organisations allocate
significant resources to recruitment, but do not demonstrate concrete action to resolve
inherent diversity issues, they may struggle to retain the talent they have heavily
invested in recruiting, leading to poor I&D outcomes.
●
Customers and investors are becoming increasingly empowered to align themselves
with organisations that reflect their values. Poor I&D outcomes may alienate potential
or current sources of revenue.
●
Poor diversity of thought can lead to instances of groupthink, where the desire to
conform within homogenous groups leads to dysfunctional decision making outcomes
(e.g. poor investment decisions).
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Strategy and vision

Defined targets /
measures

Inclusive culture /
embedding

Data continuous
improvement

Leadership / tone
from the top

Employee engagement /
communication
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Inclusion and diversity
Internal Audit focus areas

1.

Internal Audit should challenge the Board and management on their I&D agenda and reporting. This can be performed through a
targeted I&D healthcheck and review of specific processes, or as part of a cultural or corporate governance review. From a regulatory
perspective, specific, deep dive reviews can be conducted including detailed legal reviews of processes and Pay Gap analysis.

Hypothesis testing identifies that men are promoted
faster than women in middle management.

2.

Deep dive analysis identifies gender differentials in
performance ratings impacting promotion rates.

3.

Projection analysis calculates the impact on gender
balance over time if promotion imbalance isn’t
addressed.

4.

Forecasting of potential actions using flow rate analysis
to select the intervention with the greatest impact.

The following questions should be considered:

Strategy and Governance:
●
●
●

●
●

Has a I&D strategy been developed and key roles and responsibilities identified?
Has a I&D operating model been developed and aligned to the purpose, vision, values and intended culture, and does it
include appropriate I&D initiatives, forums and networks?
Do senior management demonstrate and communicate the desired values and behaviours to staff, effectively setting the tone
from the top through clear and consistent cultural expectations (this includes formal and informal communication mechanisms
and channels)?
Is there sufficient data (both qualitative and quantitative) collected to better inform senior decision making regarding I&D?
Is there diversity within the teams responsible for creating and implementing the I&D strategy (e.g. HR, people team,
leadership)?

Detailed diagnostics case study - selecting the diversity
intervention that will have the greatest impact on gender disparity
in promotion rates

Process
●Have processes, policies and procedures throughout the employee lifecycle been examined to eliminate unconscious bias?
●Have I&D initiatives or checkpoints been appropriately embedded within processes, policies and procedures?
●
Are process outcomes continually monitored and analysed (e.g. diversity measures for recruitment, retention, leavers,
promotions, moderations etc.) and escalated where appropriate?

Identification of any areas where there is a disparity in
performance between men and women. This could help us spot
areas of investigation to find potential underlying causes of
differences in performance outcomes.

Women are promoted 1.3
years before men on
average from grade 8 to
grade 9

Men appear to progress
through the middle ranks
slightly quicker than women
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Flexibility and wellbeing
With vast majority of the Irish office based workforce working from home during lockdown,
COVID-19 has forced organisations to re-address their historic workplace flexibility arrangements,
or often lack thereof. Whilst we know that increased flexibility can improve employee wellbeing,
empower employees to take control of their work life balance and boost morale, organisations have
been reticent to fully embrace flexible working for fears around reduced productivity.
As part of their COVID-19 response, organisations should have already reviewed existing policies
on flexible working arrangements, and put policies in place where they were not yet available.
Going forward, policies will need to be kept under review as the government updates and
changes workplace restrictions. When putting flexible working arrangements in place, it is
important to bear in mind that flexibility is not just the ability to work from home, but also includes
flexible hours, locations, schedules and part time arrangements.
When enacted well, flexibility allows employee to reduce work-life conflict, as employees are
empowered to structure their day around personal commitments and better manage the boundaries
between work and home. Flexible working enables employees to increase efficiency and provides
employees with a perceived increase in personal responsibility. It can also positively impact talent
retention, as employees feel supported by the workplace as they undergo important life changes,
such as taking on carer roles or having children. This can also have a positive impact on I&D
outcomes, as it is typically marginalised individuals who are most adversely affected by rigid
location and hours policies.
In regards to productivity, outcomes when working from home are linked to four key factors;
dependents (are dependents relying on them for care during the day?), work space (is there a
dedicated workspace and equipment?), privacy (are there other people in the workspace?) and
choice (did employees choose their working arrangements?). Due to the impacts of COVID-19,
these four factors may be currently causing adverse effects to productivity, however can be
corrected in the long term.

Key risks
Policy - Policies may enforce rigid arrangements in the name of flexibility due to blanket
enforcements resulting in loss of productivity and an increase in staff turnover and absences.
Location strategy - Historic location strategies may become outdated leading to long term
outgoings (such as leases) which may not appropriately reflect future ways of working.
Health and safety - As employees work environments change, training and reporting avenues
need to be updated, as well as H&S risk assessments, in order to comply with mandatory health
and safety requirements.
Productivity - Flexible working, government guidelines (such as when children will return to
school) and individual circumstances must be continually monitored for impact on productivity.
Wellbeing and mental health - Where there is inadequate flexible working arrangements or
support for flexible workers, employees may experience increased levels of workplace stress
which in turn may lead to an increase in absences and staff turnover.

Internal Audit focus areas
Governance over flexible working arrangements and wellbeing:
●
●
●
●
●

What policies and procedures are in place across the organisation?
What training is delivered to management regarding supporting employees?
What additional resources are provided to employees?
Are there appropriate health and safety training and processes in place?
What formal support networks are in place across the organisation?

Flexible working arrangements and wellbeing in practice:
●
●
●

How do employees utilise flexible working arrangements?
Do employees feel empowered to utilise flexible working arrangements or wellbeing
resources?
How do employees perceive management's attitudes to flexible working arrangements
and wellbeing resources and those who utilise them?

Oversight of flexible working arrangements and employee wellbeing:
●

Do management collect and review data regarding utilisation of flexible working
arrangements and wellbeing resources?

●

Do management collect and review data regarding performance, promotion and
retention outcomes of individuals who utilise flexible working arrangements?
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People and culture
To tackle the changing business environment, organisations need to transform, think and behave differently. This is resulting in greater strategic focus on innovation, diversity, agility and resilience. Culture is the
sum of behaviours, and getting behaviours right underpins these strategic goals; this does not happen by itself and needs investment and continuous commitment. It is the role of senior leadership and the
Board to define the culture it wants across the organisation, and for employees to align their behaviour to that intended culture. Organisations are now recognising the importance of a strong culture in driving
business performance and managing risk by ensuring best practice behaviours are being embedded across all layers of the organisation.
Organisations are also facing external pressures from regulators to demonstrate sustained, ongoing cultural measurement and management. Regulators across the globe are defining individual approaches to
conducting cultural assessments, adding further complication for firms who operate across multiple jurisdictions.
The CBI now views culture as one of the key driver and mitigator of risk, and other European regulators have taken a similar approach, assessing culture as part of its supervisory work, whilst others, such as
the Dutch Central Bank (DNB), have been conducting dedicated risk culture assessments since 2010 in response to the 2008 financial crisis and have an established specialist risk culture team. Other
regulators, such as Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) are also asking to see evidence that firms are conducting their own cultural assessments.
With regulators increasingly using culture and governance as a leading theme for enforcement cases, as well as applying a cultural lens to all supervised activities, it is important that IA take a holistic risk based
approach towards auditing culture, recognising that culture is central to the functioning of an organisation and whether or not it succeeds.

Purpose

Values

Vision

Behaviours

Key risks
●

Intended
What we want - PVVB

Expressed
How we set ourselves up
using behaviour reinforcers

Leadership
action

Communication

Actual - what we get?
The behaviour displayed by employees, driven by the reinforcers
but also intrinsic motivation and personal alignment to PVVB
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People
Practices

Organisational
structure

External
environment

●

●

Changing culture takes time and is an ongoing
evolution, so a firm’s work to drive a strong culture will
not have an ‘end date’ – they need to continually drive
and manage this and keep up the momentum as the
market and their business evolves over time. There is a
risk that a firm may undertake a one-off exercise to “fix”
culture and typically, this does not guarantee long-term
success.
Whilst there is no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ culture for a business,
culture and values need to be considered for their
impact on wider areas such as conduct, customer
treatment, third party vendors and service providers,
inclusion and diversity, wider society and perceptions.
Focus from the Regulators with an increase in
investigations and enforcements especially around
ethical business practice.
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People and culture
Internal Audit focus areas
With the CBI’s view shifting to culture as both a driver and mitigant of organisational risk, Internal Audit is uniquely positioned to provide the insight and added value organisations need to ensure they are
implementing the right work programs to adequately address the risks of a weak or toxic culture. Internal Audit can perform cultural reviews in a number of ways, using targeted reviews on behaviours or
processes, components of every review, and through data gathering exercises. Workshops, interviews and large scale surveys with all grades should be used to assess the culture of an organisation,
alongside consistent messaging and successful embedding of expected behaviours. Leading Internal Audit functions will have an embedded framework for auditing culture, incorporating discrete, thematic
and component reviews to provide holistic insight into culture, integrated across the three lines of defence.

Intended and expressed behaviour
The following issues should be considered:
●

●

Focus groups

Observations

●
●

Interviews

Investigation

●

Actual behaviour

●

Metrics

●

Employee
survey
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Psychometric
testing & tools

Is there a defined culture framework that identifies cultural gaps, and
does it appropriately reflect requirements expected from the upcoming
SEAR?
Are roles and responsibilities clear and accountability understood?
‘Tone from the top’ – has the firm’s desired culture been defined by
senior leadership and the Board and how is culture and conduct
measured and governed?
Are metrics defined and monitored for the Board to effectively oversee
adherence to the firm’s culture? What are the measures of success?
Behavioural indicators – How are the right behaviours cascaded
through the organisation for consistent messaging across all stages of
an employee’s lifecycle?
Does conduct form part of all employees’ objectives and the overall
performance management process?
Is there a willingness to undertake lessons learned and share insights
after issues are raised?
Is there a ‘good news only’ culture for information presented to Boards
and committees, which in turn increases the potential for not mitigating
risk in time or at all?
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Workforce planning
There are varying views of why strategic workforce planning is important for banks both enterprise-wide and also function specific,
below outlines the regulator view and the bank view of why this topic is fast growing and will continue to be a factor that Internal
Audit need to be planning for.

Regulators
Questions by regulators have included looking at functions within banks such as Operational Risk and Compliance and
evaluating how many open roles they have, which leads to the question ‘how are banks/ functions resourced quantitatively and
qualitatively to deliver their mandate’.

Strategic Workforce Planning Methodology

Strategy
Business strategy and plan

Other areas that we have seen regulators challenge (specifically within IA functions in some cases) are ‘how are banks/
functions defining the required level of skill and experience for different levels of seniority and how do they resource
appropriately’.

Workforce implications of strategy

Financial Services Sector (Banks)

Workforce current state analysis

There is a big drive at the moment for the FS sector to focus on preparing their workforce for the future of work and to
ensure that capability is being driven towards the business strategy (digital upskilling, agile ways of working etc).

Understand the current workforce

Organisations in the FS sector want to have a consolidated view of workforce data and the ability to keep data refreshed and up to
date to support the qualitative capability of their workforce but also to look at the quantitative ability to perform scenario planning to
resource around peak and quiet periods/ plan for attrition/ gain a detailed global view of workforce composition.

Workforce supply forecast

Forecast demand on ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ basis

Forecast supply based on agreed assumptions

Workforce planning
Key risks
●
●

Duplication of data sources. As new systems are created, are they replacing existing systems or pulling data from existing
systems? If replacing, is there a system decommissioning plan in place?
Clarity of the use of data collected and how this is communicated.

Supply/ demand gap analysis, capacity &
capability planning

Workforce strategy & plan
Talent planning, op model/ design, process & technology

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

New system workflows ensure the right approvals and sign offs are in place.
Clarity of use of data and what it is and isn't intended for.
How this data interacts with other HR processes.
Impact on culture.
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Remuneration
Remuneration
In the wake of the financial crisis, scrutiny and oversight of remuneration practices (and the behaviours they drive) has toughened significantly. This translated over time into onerous and complex remuneration
regulations covering almost all FS sub-sectors. The Capital Requirements Directive IV (CRD IV) remuneration rules set out the standards that certain firms are required to meet when it comes to pay and
incentives. The remuneration codes apply to banks, building societies, investment firms and funds. The remuneration codes can apply to all staff (including employees, secondees from non-Irish group
companies who are working in Ireland and consultants).Compliance against requirements is key. The primary focus of remuneration and governance regulations is to mitigate a culture of excessive risk taking,
shift the focus from short-term to long-term sustainable and risk-adjusted outcomes, and enhance the focus on conduct in the sector.
Last year, the European Union published the finalised CRD V (EU Directive 2019/878) in the Official Journal. CRD V is set to introduce further changes in to the compensation and reward structure for the
Financial Services professionals. EU members states are to adopt and publish to transpose it into national law by 28 December 2020

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●
●

The right bonus structures should be put in place at the outset with at least 40% deferral of bonuses for in-scope staff for 3-5 years. Bonuses should not be paid solely in cash and at least 50% of the
bonus must be made in shares, share-linked instruments or other equivalent non-cash instruments.
Guaranteed variable pay and termination pay in employment contracts are only permitted in limited circumstances.
Firms should be aware of whether or not their staff are subject to a bonus cap (this should not exceed 100% of fixed pay unless shareholders agree otherwise).
Firms will be expected by the regulator to act within the spirit and letter of the remuneration rules and principles and must be able to evidence this in their processes and governance. Senior
management is required to adopt and periodically review the firm’s remuneration policy at least annually.
A detection of minimal or limited compliance against the remuneration and governance requirements by the CBI will result in a heightened focus on the firm and the wider regulated practices. The
reverse of this scenario is also possible.
At times firms have been fined excessively (and publicly named) for breaching conduct standards through the use of ‘aggressive’ sales incentives.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assess the firm’s proportionality assessment, and assumptions on which rules apply, to whom and to what extent.
Review and assess whether the firm’s culture aligns with the remuneration principles.
Assess whether staff understand their roles and how the remuneration rules affect them, and whether employee contracts and handbooks are clear regarding bonus payments and restrictions on
variable pay.
Confirm all remuneration and governance regulations that apply to the firm have been applied in a proportionate manner.
If required, confirm that a remuneration committee has been established with terms of reference clearly defining its role and remit in setting and determining remuneration. Assess whether
remuneration and governance policies and their application are fully compliant with the regulatory requirements.
Review controls to ensure Material Risk Takers (MRTs) are accurately and completely identified, and ensure that the list of MRTs remains current and up to date during the year.
Review MRT performance assessment processes to ensure all MRT have performance objectives, that these include adherence to risk and compliance processes and conduct risk behaviours.
Ensure management information (MI) is in place to support assessment against all objectives.
Review calculation of incentive pools to ensure these have been calculated in a way that takes account of all financial and non-financial risks the firm is exposed to.
Assess whether there are appropriate processes in place to operate (where applicable) the structural pay requirements (cap, deferral, payment in shares and malus/clawback). Assess controls in
place to ensure that regulatory submissions are on time, complete, accurate and to an appropriate standard.
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Tax risks

EU Mandatory Disclosure Regime (EU MDR)
From 1 July 2020 any cross-border arrangements entered into by Irish/EU taxpayers that fall within
certain broadly-defined hallmarks will have to be reported to the tax authorities within 30 days of
certain specified events. There are also transitional rules that require any disclosable arrangements
occurring on or after 25 June 2018 to be separately reported. Some deadlines for reporting have
been deferred due to COVID-19 but the underlying processes and controls will remain unchanged.
Intermediaries will need to disclose reportable arrangements to their domestic tax authority. Where
reportable arrangements occur with a non-Irish/EU intermediary, or the intermediary is subject to
legal professional privilege, the burden of disclosure passes to the taxpayer.

Key risks
●

●

Groups will need to ensure any reportable cross-border arrangements are appropriately
identified and reported. The reporting intermediary will first have to be identified and this
may not be straightforward when there is more than one intermediary involved.
Some financial institutions may have reporting obligations as intermediaries themselves.

Global business travellers and cross border working
Following the OECD’s Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (‘BEPS’) initiatives we are seeing tax
authorities, both the Revenue Commissioners and overseas, increasing their efforts to track people
movements in order to identify whether there is taxable activity taking place. This applies at both the
corporate level and the employee level.
Whilst business travel is currently suspended for most financial services groups due to COVID-19,
there is risk for historic travel as well as future travel once restrictions ease - particularly as
COVID-19 associated relocations have heightened the profile of cross border working.

Key risks
The risk of the following not be correctly captured or reported can result in potential fines and/or tax
authority scrutiny:
●

Creation of a branch (taxable permanent establishment) in Ireland or overseas for
corporation tax.

●
●

Staff working overseas creating local PAYE and income tax liabilities.
Supplies being deemed to be made from an overseas location, triggering a requirement
to register and account for VAT.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

Review the processes and controls in place to ensure any reportable arrangements are
identified and reported completely and accurately.
Test a sample of transactions to assess whether the tax function’s conclusions are
reasonable and appropriately evidenced.

Internal Audit focus areas
Internal Audit should assess management’s processes and controls to:
●

Identify appropriate tax/HR policies and ensure they align with the rules in the territories
in which the firm operates.

●
●

Track people movements using travel systems or other data.
Review activities in these jurisdictions for high risk areas.
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Tax risks
Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme (TWSS) / Employment Wage Subsidy Scheme (EWSS) and COVID-19 operational
risks
Amongst the key challenges to financial services groups during the COVID-19 pandemic is the maintaining the integrity of the tax control framework and
governance, with most members of the tax and other relevant functions working remotely.
In addition, alongside the broader operational risks relating to tax, there are specific risks in respect of the Wage Subsidy Schemes and other tax incentives
introduced by the government. Revenue is consulting on legislation to claw back over claimed amounts via an income tax charge.

Key risks
●
●

●

Operational failures in the tax control environment or wider governance may ultimately lead to errors in tax returns and reporting, as well as missed
deadlines. In turn this could lead to penalties, additional tax authority scrutiny and reputational damage.
Companies need to be able to demonstrate that their tax control framework captures the risks and controls related to receiving the Wage Subsidy
grants, and that they have monitored the operation of controls put in place to ensure accurate TWSS/EWSS claims. Evidence of this should be
retained so that it can be shared with Revenue upon request to support claims.
Revenue can charge an enhanced penalty under the ‘deliberate and concealed’ provision where a business makes a claim for a TWSS/EWSS
payment but fails to notify the Revenue within the prescribed and/or reasonable time limit of becoming aware that this was ineligible. What this means
in practice is that any mistakes have the potential to be treated as deliberate mistakes unless very prompt action is taken.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

Understand the tax function’s business continuity plans and how these have been implemented during lockdown. Establish the key processes and
controls and interrogate how these have been maintained.
Review governance procedures and conduct walkthrough testing of controls in order to undertake an in depth risk and control review of the use of the
TWSS/EWSS.
Review specific TWSS/EWSS procedures and documentation - including risk and control matrix, process maps, documented trail of calculations and
approvals.
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Trade and transaction reporting (T&TR) & algorithmic
governance and control
Trade & transaction reporting (MiFID II / EMIR / SFTR)
T&TR obligations continue to increase in breadth and complexity:
●

●

●

MiFID II has seen a more than two-fold increase in reportable fields. In scope
instruments and the definition of trading venues have also broadened, bringing more
transactions into scope for reporting
EMIR reportable fields are now in excess of 120 and EMIR Refit has now formalised
the delegated reporting relationship between larger firms and their smaller,
Non-Financial Counterparts (NFC), making firms offering delegated reporting to NFClegally liable for the completeness and accuracy of submissions
SFTR brings in a 155 field reporting obligation for instruments that have never been
subject to such heightened transparency requirements. Repos, stock loan and margin
lending data will now need to submitted to a Trade Repository no later than T+1

Key risks
●

●
●

The information in transaction reports is used by NCAs to monitor for market abuse.
Incomplete or inaccurate reporting undermines their ability to use the data for this
purpose.
Fines are now material, with the most recent fines for MiFID and EMIR both being in
excess of €30M.
As the regulations become more complex, so too do the control frameworks firms
need to have in place to mitigate risks. Not investing in a comprehensive,
front-to-back control framework - leveraging automation wherever possible increases the risk of reporting errors and also increases operating costs.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

●
●

Providing detailed and comprehensive challenge of key controls across the front-to-back
control framework.
Ins-cope controls should not just be those owned by the function responsible for T&TR
(typically Operations), it should extend to all three lines of defence, in particular the
upstream owners of data which is ultimately used in transaction reports.
More sophisticated diagnostic testing and independent completeness and accuracy
reconciliations, leveraging data analytics techniques, should be considered.
For SFTR, detailed post-implementation reviews - taking into account the steps outlined
above - should be considered.
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Algo governance & control (MiFID II)
RTS6 introduced a swathe of enhanced obligations for firms engaged in electronic trading through the use of
algorithms. Generally, we have observed implementation challenges across the industry with limited consensus
around the target operating model for complying with RTS6. Key challenges have included:
●

Designing and implementing real-time, intraday monitoring controls to help identify
conduct or market / credit risk issues

potential

●

Agreeing on a change management process that mitigates risk without introducing latency into a
fast-moving business.

●

Having appropriately skilled teams across all three lines of defence to provide the right level of
challenge to the business

Key risks
●
●
●

New / existing algos in production that have not been subject to an appropriately level of scrutiny as
part of a robust change management process.
Potential commercial losses for a firm or its clients if key intraday monitoring controls are not able to
detect unexpected behaviour by an algo.
An ill-defined operating model across all three lines of defence resulting in control gaps and an
inability to identify expertise requirements as part of a strategic hiring process. The annual
self-assessment performed by the business is ineffective.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●

●
●

Establishing whether some of the basics have been addressed - does the firm have an inventory of
algos? Can it articulate its key controls are and who owns these? Is an annual self-assessment in
place and associated remediation plan?
Establishing whether more complex requirements (monitoring controls, model validation, change
management, etc) are in place and operating effectively. Where not, whether there is a plan in place
to close gaps.
Performing the annual review of the RTS6 self-assessment.
Challenging the current vs target operating model for complying with RTS6.
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Asset & Wealth
Management
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The impact of COVID-19
While the COVID-19 lockdowns continue to ease, the AWM sector – like
many other sectors – now faces exceptional uncertainty about the
economic outlook.
The health and performance of the AWM industry is inextricably linked to
that of the broader economy and it is evident the impact of COVID-19
will be protracted and severe. Though no major institution will be
immune to market volatility, we do expect some will be better placed to
cope with the crisis than others, based on the construction of their
portfolios and their exposure to specific asset classes.
As volatility reduces, and market movements begin to resemble those
we have seen over the last decade, asset managers need to find
opportunities to differentiate themselves. Responsive and agile
managers will be able to capitalise on the likely acceleration of existing
disruptive forces driven by COVID-19. Further downward fee pressure
driven by the crisis may add to the need for increased technological
adoption, alternative offerings and outcome based investment solutions.

...with specific effects for the FS
sector...

...which requires a rethink of
strategic priorities

Impact on the AWM sector

Top AWM sector priorities

Download fee pressure

Design products that are fair and
appropriate for consumers’ needs

Reduction of rates further impacting
margins

Supercharge appetite for
Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) investments

Market volatility
Refocus on transforming and
digitising the operating model
Changes in customer behaviour
Transfer to technology enabled
communication methods
Pressure on capital
Reassess strategic third party
suppliers
Suspension of trading for certain funds

Delay in some (but not all) regulatory
timelines

COVID-19 is an epoch-defining event…
Our perspective on C-19’s impact for the banking, asset
& wealth management and insurance sectors
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Internal capital adequacy assessment process
ICAAP
The ICAAP is an important discipline that MiFID firms are required undertake to assess how much capital they should hold for the risks inherent in their business. This process involves firms identifying and
assessing risk applicable to them and applying stress testing and scenario analysis. This enables the firm to identify the amount of capital resource considered adequate to mitigate against the risks to which the
firm is exposed by understanding the vulnerabilities that the firm faces under adverse conditions. The ICAAP document is often the first document that the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) will assess before a
supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP) visit and the quality of this document will set the tone of the questions asked by the regulator.
On 6 May 2020, the Government of Ireland (‘GoI’) issued a public consultation inviting interested parties to make submissions, regarding the exercise of national discretions in the IFD - Directive (EU)
2019/2034 and IFR - Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. The objectives of both the Investment Fund Directive (‘IFD’) and the Investment Firms Regulation (‘IFR’) is to provide for liquidity, capital, and other
prudential requirements for investments firms in the EU that reflect the business models of those firms. This guidance sets out the capital requirement for the specified class of firms based on the higher of
their Permanent Minimum Capital Requirement (PMR), Fixed Overhead Requirement (FOR), or K-factor requirement. The K-factor requirement is a new concept introduced by the IFR. It requires firms to
calculate capital requirements for three categories: Risk-to-Client, Risk-to-Market and Risk-to-Firm.

Key risks
●

●
●

●
●

Failure to meet the latest regulatory expectations, in regards to ICAAP
and the firm’s assessment of the adequacy of financial resources, may
lead to firm’s being required to hold additional capital following an
SREP visit.
Poor articulation of risk assessment, the risk management framework
and risk appetite, i.e. disjointed from business objectives.
Firms may hold insufficient financial resources by not considering
whether liquidity or capital are the appropriate resources to mitigate the
impact of particular risks. Firms not reviewing and updating their
ICAAP document with the most up to date information and regulatory
developments.
Stress scenarios are not sufficiently varied and the underlying
assumptions are not sufficiently conservative.
Lack of knowledge at Board level, inhibiting effective challenge.
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Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

●
●

Design and robustness of strategies, policies, processes and systems in place in
identifying risks inherent within the business.
Stresses are appropriate to the risk exposures and the economic environment in
which the business operates.
Design and operating effectiveness of controls and governance over the ICAAP
process. Firms’ ICAAPs cover their exposure to capital adequacy risk, including
how they manage it and their stress results.
Firms’ ICAAP documents are appropriately updated with the latest regulatory
developments.
Accuracy and completeness of the underlying ICAAP data.
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Liquidity
Guidelines on liquidity stress testing for UCITS and AIFs
On 13 July 2020, the CBI issued a Notice of Intention in relation to the European Securities and Market Authority’s (‘ESMA’s) Guidelines on liquidity stress
testing for UCITS and AIFs due to come into force on 30 September 2020. Both Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (‘UCITS’) and
Alternative Investment Fund Managers (‘AIFM’s) are required to conduct stress tests under normal and exceptional liquidity conditions, to ascertain and monitor
the liquidity risk of the respective UCITS / AIF. The Guidelines set out provisions relevant to UCITS and AIF Depositaries, and promote supervisory convergence
across fund management companies.
The CBI expects compliance by all firms with the Guidelines by the deadline (30 September 2020) and will consult to determine if a requirement is needed within
the CBI’s UCITS Regulations and AIF Rulebook.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●

Poor articulation of the firm’s risk appetite and liquidity risk management framework (i.e. disjointed from business objectives).
Inadequate assessment/identification of risks exposing the firm to liquidity and funding risks.
Inappropriate stress scenarios (e.g. not sufficiently varied and severe).
Lack of knowledge at Board and senior management level, inhibiting effective challenge.
Unrealistic management/mitigation actions included in the contingency funding plan (CFP).

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

●
●

Assessing a firm’s liquidity risk management documentation in relation to regulatory requirements/expectations and industry best practice.
Adequacy of the firm’s assessment of its liquidity risks.
Adequacy of stress tests modelled (e.g. severity, plausibility and appropriateness given the firm’s business activities and environment in which
it operates), linkage between stress testing and risk appetite, in particular the Board approved limits and appropriateness of the management
actions under different stress scenarios.
Design and operating effectiveness of controls and governance around the firm’s liquidity risk management process.
Assessment of the firm’s liquidity and funding management in a post-COVID-19 environment.
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Regulatory reporting
Regulatory reporting
AWM firms are required to report on a regular basis to the CBI.This information is required by relevant legislation, supplementary requirements and as advised
in writing to the firm by the CBI. Firms are required to have sufficient policies and procedures in place to assess, calculate and report their regulatory capital
and requirements. It is expected by the regulator that firms have the appropriate process and controls in place to ensure accurate regulatory reporting, including
ensuring the appropriate data is used in the calculations and that the correct calculation methodologies are applied.

Accurate regulatory reporting has been a particular focus area for the regulator over the recent years.

Key risks
●
●
●

Regulatory capital calculations may not be performed in line with the relevant rules resulting in incorrect reporting of a firm’s capital position to the
regulator.
Inappropriate or inaccurate source data may lead to incorrect regulatory capital calculations and reporting. Regulatory returns may be incorrect
leading to censure by the CBI.
Insufficient control and oversight around the regulatory reporting and capital calculation process.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

Asses controls around the regulatory reporting and capital calculation process.
Technical review of the calculations against the relevant rules.
End-to-end process review to ensure the correct data is used.
Review of governance arrangement to ensure appropriate oversight and challenge.
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Prudential regime for investment firms

The new investment firm prudential regime
On 6 May 2020, the Government of Ireland (‘GoI’) issued a public consultation inviting interested parties to make submissions regarding
the exercise of national discretions in the IFD - Directive (EU) 2019/2034 and IFR - Regulation (EU) 2019/2033. The objectives of both
the Investment Fund Directive (‘IFD’) and the Investment Firms Regulation (‘IFR’) is to provide for liquidity, capital, and other prudential
requirements for investments firms in the EU that reflect the business models of those firms, and proportionately capture the risks posed
and faced by these firms. The key areas considered by the legislation include; own funds & capital requirements, liquidity, governance &
remuneration, reporting, and equivalence. While the IFR will be transposed directly into law, there are a few provisions of the IFD where
harmonisation doesn’t apply, and member states are given discretion as to the applications of these provisions.
Under the new regime, firms are divided into different classes based on various criteria. The three main classes are; (1) Class 1 systemic ‘bank-like’ firms; (2) Class 2 - all investment firms which are not in Class 1 or 3; and, (3) Class 3 - small and non interconnected
firms. Class 2 firms will be required to hold own funds based on the higher of their Permanent Minimum Capital Requirement (PMR),
Fixed Overhead Requirement (FOR), or K-factor requirement. The K-factor requirement is a new concept introduced by the IFR. It
requires firms to calculate capital requirements for three categories: Risk-to-Client (RtC), Risk-to-Market (RtM) and Risk-to-Firm (RtF).
These are then summed together to give the overall K-factor requirement. Class 2 firms will also be required to conduct an internal capital
adequacy and risk assessment process which will also consider the 3 risk categories in line with the K-factor approach.

RtC: Risk to customer

●
●
●
●

(AUM) Assets under management.
(CMH) Customer money held.
(ASA) Assets safeguarded and administered.
(COH) Customer orders handled.

RtM: Risk to market

Key risks
●
●

●

Failure to identify or correctly interpret all relevant rules under the new regime, including the scope and classification of any
regulatory consolidation group.
Firms do not have adequate processes in place to collect the data they need to perform the new K-factor calculations to
enable them to meet their reporting obligations by June 2021, and/or to monitor compliance with capital and liquidity
requirements.
Risk management, governance and remuneration frameworks and policies are not in compliance with new regime rules and
the regulator’s proposed approach to risk and capital management.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●
●

Understand how the firm has identified and interpreted the
relevant new regime rules, and review the change
management processes to respond to the changes.
Review the appropriateness of the firm’s risk management
and governance framework in light of the new regime.
Review the policies and procedures in place to ensure
compliance with regime requirements in relation to:
○
Regulatory reporting
○
Capital and liquidity
○
Remuneration
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●
●

(NPR) Net position risk.
(CMG) Clearing member guaranteed.

RiF: Risk to firm
Supporting data analysis
●

●

Health checks over data quality of key
MiFID; EMIR and AIFMD reports and
additional analytics on the portfolios
under review.
Diagnostic checks over a number of
pre-defined criteria based on industry
guidance on regulator
submitted
reports to assess accuracy.

●
●
●

(TCD) Trading counterparty default.
(DTF) Daily trading flow.
(CON) Concentration risk.
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The impact of COVID-19
While the COVID-19 lockdowns continue to ease, the banking
sector – like many other sectors – now faces exceptional
uncertainty about the economic outlook.

...with specific effects for the banking
sector...

...which requires a rethink of
strategic priorities

Banks went into this pandemic in a stronger position than they
entered the global financial crisis of 2008 but the current
environment presents particular challenges and disruption to
their risk profiles.

Impact on the banking sector

Top banking sector priorities

For current risk management activity to be effective,
organisations need to be aware of both medium- and longer-term
risks. They need to scan the horizon to identify the longer-term,
less-known risks that COVID-19 presents and the implications
these have for their business models.
To emerge from today’s situation stronger than before,
organisations must also be alert to the key risks stemming from
new strategic and regulatory responses to the pandemic.

Immediate reduction of ECB rates to ~0%
further impacting margins

Freezing and repositioning the
investment portfolio

Loss of financial security i.e. credit losses
among consumers

Managing NPLs, Credit losses,
and stagnant growth

Stagnant growth / fall on new lending
revenue (and margins)

Migrating customers to lower cost
digital channels (permanently)

Increased use of remote channels, drop in
branch visits

Embracing
simplification and repricing
of products

Delay in some (but not all) regulatory
timelines

Accelerating the growth in digital
payments

Sharp decrease in cash usage (almost
overnight)

Identifying and executing deals
opportunities

Funding drying up for early-stage fintech
businesses

COVID-19 is an epoch-defining event…
Our perspective on C-19’s impact for the banking sector
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Recovery and resolution planning
Recovery planning
Regulators expect firms to undertake recovery planning so that they are ready for financial stress, can recover from
financial losses and stabilise their position. Firms should have a number of recovery options, be able to quantify
their recovery capacity and take preparatory steps to facilitate their readiness for recovery. As such, firms need to
maintain their plans and periodically test them. In particular, the firms will be required to address or remove any
impediments to recoverability which are identified by the resolution authority as part of the annual resolvability
assessment process. A firm may be required to make changes to its operating structure or its balance sheet in order
to address these impediments. For example, in order to ensure that losses can be imposed on creditors in the event
of failure, institutions may need to issue additional capital or eligible (i.e. bail-inable) liabilities.
The impact of COVID-19 led to breaches of several firm’s recovery indicators. Many firms considered the use of
playbooks whilst developing action plans in response to the macroeconomic stress. Communication strategies were
similarly utilised in response to the breach in triggers. Firm’s should consider their learnings from the COVID-19
impact and environment in their next refresh of the Recovery Plan.

Information for the resolution plan
In Ireland, recovery plans are drafted by institutions, while resolution plans are
documented by resolution authorities with the involvement of institutions.
On 3 April 2019 the CBI published the first edition of its Approach to Resolution for Banks
and Investment Firms (First Edition). The CBI is the National Resolution Authority for
Ireland. In its capacity as resolution authority, the CBI is responsible for the orderly
resolution of failing credit institutions, certain investment firms and credit unions.

Key risks
●
●
●

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●

Firms do not calibrate early warning indicators and recovery triggers appropriately to allow for the
implementation of and realisation of benefits from recovery options.
Stress scenarios are not sufficiently varied or severe enough to push the point of near failure.
Scenario testing does not demonstrate the suitability of indicators, governance arrangements and recovery
options.
Poorly articulated rationale/justification for calibrating indicators, triggers and options that is not linked to
scenario testing analysis.
Limited involvement/awareness at Board level and so lack of challenge and embedding of the framework

Internal audit focus areas
Key focus areas include:
●
●
●
●

Calibration of early warning indicators and recovery triggers, including escalation procedures and the
communication strategy in crisis scenarios.
Design (type, severity, duration, etc.) of stress scenarios and modelling of both capital and liquidity,
and the suability of those scenarios for testing the key elements of the plan.
Feasibility and credibility of recovery options and the ability to implement and realise benefits.
Usability of the recovery plan and/or playbook to support the navigation of crisis scenarios, with the
use of fire-drills and embedding of recovery planning in the broader risk management framework.

●

Limited information and/or insufficient explanation are included in the Resolution pack.
Use of ‘recycled’ information from other regulatory submissions which do not
fully meet the resolution requests.
Insufficient data validation and reconciliation performed and/or inadequate
governance arrangements for sign-off.
Manual-based processes that slow down production process and/or errors due
to multiple iterations of the resolution pack.

Internal audit focus areas
●

While the CBI expects all credit institutions and in-scope investment firms to
meet all the information requirements, in the interest of proportionality, the
degree of detail and analysis in a resolution pack should reflect the complexity
and size of the firm and its business model. Key focus areas include:
○
Strategic Business Analysis
○
Preferred Resolution Strategy
○
Financial and Operational Continuity in Resolution
○
Information and Communication Plan
○
Conclusion and Resolvability Assessment
○
Opinion of the Institution and Transmission of the Plan

Recovery plans should be updated to include learnings from COVID-19, including the recalibration of recovery
indicators, credibility assessments for recovery options and stress parameters.
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Liquidity
Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process (ILAAP)
The ILAAP is a mandatory regulatory assessment that regulated firms need to undertake and document on an annual basis. The process involves firms identifying
and assessing all risks applicable to them, incorporating those risks into stressed testing scenarios/assumptions and calculating/identifying the amount of liquidity
resources they need to hold in order to mitigate their exposure to applicable risks.
The aim of the process is for firms to demonstrate that they meet the overall liquidity adequacy and they hold sufficient liquid resources to ensure they can meet their
liabilities as they fall due, both under normal and stressed conditions. It also aims to demonstrate the robustness of the strategies, policies, processes and systems
they have in place (i.e. robustness of their liquidity risk management framework) that enable them to identify, measure, manage, monitor and report their liquidity risk
over an appropriate set of time horizons.
The ILAAP document in general and the firms’ stress testing scenarios/assumptions in particular are assessed by the CBI before their Liquidity SREP visit. The quality
of the document/data usually sets the tone of the questions asked and determines the likelihood of additional regulatory liquidity requirements.
The impact of COVID-19 did not lead to a traditional ‘run-on the-bank’ however did lead to material movements in firms key liquidity metrics. Many firms saw key
product movements that exceeded their stress testing assumptions, in particular relating to the large number of payment holidays that impact the inflow of cash to
firms. Whilst the CBI has implemented a number of measures to provide its regulated firms with flexibility in meeting certain capital and liquidity requirements, the
ILAAP will need updating in a post-COVID-19 world to reflect learnings from this stress.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●

Poor articulation of the firm’s risk appetite and liquidity risk management framework (i.e. disjointed from business objectives);
Inadequate assessment/identification of risks exposing the firm to liquidity and funding risks;
Inappropriate stress scenarios (e.g. not sufficiently varied and severe);
Lack of knowledge at Board and senior management level, inhibiting effective challenge; and
Unrealistic management/mitigation actions included in the contingency funding plan (CFP).

Internal audit focus areas
●
●
●

●
●

Assessment of the structure and content of the document in relation to regulatory requirements/expectations and industry good practice;
Adequacy of the firm’s assessment of the prescribed liquidity risk drivers and additional risks;
Adequacy of stress tests modelled (e.g. severity, plausibility and appropriateness given the firm’s business activities and environment in which it
operates), linkage between stress testing and risk appetite, in particular the Board approved limits and appropriateness of the management actions
under different stress scenarios;
Design and operating effectiveness of controls and governance around the ILAAP process, including Board and senior management
involvement/challenge’ and
Assessment of the firm’s liquidity and funding management in a post-COVID-19 environment, including changes in stressed inflows/outflows,
calibration of EWIs, risk appetite limits and funding profile.
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Liquidity

k

Treasury and liquidity risk
There has been an increased demand for transparent data to support effective management of
liquidity risks. This has been driven by regulatory changes and impacts of fund withdrawals on
liquidity.This has been exacerbated by the impact of COVID-19 and how firms are addressing funding
planning and ongoing liquidity management in light of the impact on the economy.
This has placed extra focus on liquidity management in the context of the balance sheet from a daily
operational to contingency plans, requiring increased monitoring, report and management of liquidity,
including collateral. These risks need to be considered in light of managing market risk and alignment
to financial planning and analysis and capital management to ensure consistency of process and risk
management approach.

Key risks
●
●

●

Lack of identification of granular sources of data required, impacting the ability to sufficiently
model and manage liquidity.
Insufficient governance and oversight to demonstrate end-to-end management of liquidity and
market risks, including untested contingency plans and ongoing evaluation of the liquidity of
assets.
Poor process and systems infrastructure providing insufficient information and transparency to
manage liquidity and treasury risks appropriately.

Treasury – Funds Transfer Pricing (FTP)
FTP allocates the costs (or benefits) of centralised risk management and balance sheet resources to
the relevant consumers or producers. In particular, the costs associated with funding and the
management of interest rate and liquidity risks are typical FTP components.
By allocating costs by a granular (product, portfolio or instrument) level, FTP shapes product margins
and profitability. It is thus a key instrument in balance sheet management, business incentives and
management control of the balance sheet.
FTP is typically managed by the Treasury function, and is often contentious due to its impact on
business profitability.

Key risks
●
●
●

Since FTP is a bespoke process aligned to each firm’s commercial strategy and internal
structure, there is no single model of best practice for firms to adopt.
The regulation leaves firms with significant discretion which can result in firms
inadequately addressing FTP.
There is a trend toward increasing sophistication in FTP, with a wider range of FTP
components being adopted which can be costly to firms.

Internal audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

Assess whether the liquidity and treasury risk framework is adequate to manage all risks,
including appetite, metrics, allocation of responsibilities, escalation and committees.
Assess whether the systems and controls used to capture, collate, and calculate liquidity data
are adequate and proportionate.
Assess whether management’s processes for structuring, monitoring, managing and reporting
on liquidity and treasury risk information is adequate.
Assess whether the information provided to management, investors and regulators in respect
of the management of liquidity and treasury risks is adequate and considers all risk factors.
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Internal audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

Since FTP is a bespoke process, it is important that its objectives are clearly defined and
agreed at a senior level.
Determining whether the process is appropriate to the firm’s business model, structure
and risk profile.
The choice of FTP components, the granularity of the FTP process and the scope of FTP
application should be appropriate to the institution’s business model and risk profile
The various technical choices made in its design should be justified, and their
implications understood.
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Liquidity
Securitisation

Money Market Fund Regulation (MMFR)
The MMFR applies to all money market funds (MMFs) in the EU. MMFs are funds that invest in

Regulation (EU) 2017/2402 (“Securitisation Regulation”) applies from 1 January 2019 and lays down
a general framework for the regulation of in-scope securitisation activity. In doing so, it sets out
certain requirements that apply to all forms of in-scope securitisation issuance, such as
risk-retention, investor transparency, a ban on re-securitisation and criteria for credit granting. It also
creates a specific framework for simple, transparent and standardised (‘STS’) securitisation. Due
diligence requirements also apply to ‘institutional investors’ in securitisation.

short-term debt. The MMFR seeks to enhance resilience and maintain liquidity, and outlines the types of
instruments MMFs are allowed to invest in, such as money market instruments and units in other MMFs.
There are also diversification rules that MMFs need to comply with.
The regulatory regime for MMFs has undergone signiﬁcant change due to the implementation of the
MMFR which applies from 21 July 2018. Existing MMFs benefited from an 18-month transitional period
and were required to comply by 21 January 2019.

Key risks
Key risks
●
●

●

Lack of understanding of appropriate capital planning and stress testing to assess the
impact of future securitisations on the balance sheet and the impact on costs of funding.
Poor process and infrastructure to support management of securitisation programmes,
providing insufficient information and transparency to manage liquidity and market risks
appropriately.
Lack of clarity over the potential risks remaining or created through a securitisation
impacting across credit, legal and counterparty risk.

●
●
●
●

Policies and procedures are not updated to bring them in line with the MMFR investment and
asset requirements.
Failure to maintain liquidity and make asset valuations on a daily basis. Non-compliance with the
new diversification rules.
The MMF makes investments into restricted assets, and/or has made concentrated investments
into instruments provided by one body.
Lack of transparency of information leading to incorrect decision making and regulatory reporting.

Internal audit focus areas
●

Internal audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●

The adequacy of capital and funding plans in building assumptions for raising funds in the
new securitisation regime.
Assess whether modelling, stress scenarios and assumptions used to develop capital
and funding plans consider all appropriate financial and non-financial risks.
Assess whether the systems and controls used to capture, collate and calculate
securitisation data are adequate and proportionate.
The information provided to management, investors and regulators in respect of
securitisation programmes is adequate and considers all risk factors.
Development of an assurance framework to assess compliance against specific
securitisation/liquidity scheme frameworks (e.g. Regulation (EU) 2017/2402
(“Securitisation Regulation”) or in compliance with the funding agreements).
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●
●

●

Clear documentation exists to support compliance with the investment policy, including all the
investment decisions and fund valuation.
Assess controls and governance activities to ensure compliance with liquidity requirements and
reporting requirements (when applicable).
Assess the internal credit quality assessment procedure for design to ensure there is an effective
process to gather information and perform prudent analysis on each instrument and its issuer, as
well as ongoing monitoring controls.
Assess risk management controls around portfolio rules, the design and compliance with the KYC
policy and stress testing.
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Capital

Capital Requirements Directive V (‘CRD 5’) and Capital Requirements Regulation II (‘CRR 2’)
The revised Capital Requirements Directive and Capital Requirements Regulation,
commonly referred to as ‘CRD 5’ and ‘CRR 2’ were published in the EU Official Journal on
07 June 2019 and have entered into force as of 27 June 2019. The revisions are part of the
EU’s Banking Reform package that was proposed by the Commission in November 2018
and is considered an important step towards the completion of the European post-crisis
regulatory reforms. The provisions of the CRR2 are therefore in line with the internationally
agreed standards and ensure the continued equivalence of the EU rulebook with the revised
Basel III framework. However, they do not yet include the Basel III revisions to credit risk,
operational risk and introduction of capital floors; these are expected in the forthcoming
CRR3.
While the CRD5 includes amendments in areas such as Pillar 2 capital requirements,
remuneration and introduce an intermediate parent undertaking ‘IPU’ rule, the amendments
in CRR2 are more extensive. They cover the leverage ratio, the net stable funding ratio,
requirements for own funds, eligible liabilities (‘MREL’), counterparty credit risk, market risk,
exposures to central counterparties, exposures to collective investment undertakings, large
exposures as well as reporting and disclosure requirements. In particular, the reporting and
disclosure requirements have been revised to ensure that they can be applied on a more
proportionate way and that they do not create an excessive compliance burden for smaller
and less complex institutions. The requirements in CRR2 will apply from 28 June 2021 with
some exceptions including elements of capital resources which were binding from June
2019 and the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB) which will apply from Q3
2021 (FRTB standardised approach) and Q3 2023 (FRTB IMA).

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

●

●
●

●

Development of a CRD5/CRR2 implementation plan with clear ownership and roadmap to
ensure the firm achieves full compliance with the revised set of requirements.
Impact areas have been identified and assigned prioritisation as different requirements
come in effect in sequence or parallel; program dependencies including additional external
advice and policy guidance need to be included in the implementation plan.
New sets of data required for the new risk approaches, together with relevant processes
and controls as well as risk aggregation capabilities to be developed, tested and embedded.
Consider if ‘data warehouse’ may be required.
Review exposures and counterparty limits that may be affected by changes to own funds
requirements and/or large exposures.
Where necessary, design new and robust risk and HR processes for remuneration
requirements that are now applicable to all firms e.g. identification for Material Risk Takers
(MRTs); bonus restrictions etc.
Review and assessment of the business model (products, strategies etc.) with respect to
increase/decrease of capital requirements and re-allocation of capital (and liquidity) across
businesses and/or entities. Ensure ICAAP and ILAAP are in sync and reflect this

Key risks
●
●

●

Insufficient awareness at Board and at Executive level, with minimal time spent on
understanding the revisions of CRD5 and CRR2 and implementation timelines.
Firms may not have undertaken a first ‘self-assessment’ or gap analysis to
understand the changes required and the areas of impact, and/or do not plan to do
so in Q3.Any impact analysis performed may have focused on RWAs and level of
capital but requirements on organisational structure, governance, remuneration, risk
management and reporting may have been overlooked.
Firms are not assessing the new classifications for FIs that define which approaches
to Pillar 1 risks may be permitted and whether a firm can benefit from reduced
requirements (e.g. reporting).
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Capital
The Common Reporting Framework (COREP) and Pillar 3
COREP is the standardised reporting framework issued by the European Banking Authority (EBA) for Capital Requirements Directive reporting. Pillar 3 requires firms to publicly disclose information relating
to their risks, capital adequacy, and policies for managing risk with the aim of promoting market discipline.
The ‘ICAEW Assurance Framework’ for Banking regulatory ratios was finalised and published in 2017 and has focused attention on good practices around risk weighted asset (RWA) assurance. Firms
are increasingly reaching out to independent third parties to review regulatory reports/Pillar 3 disclosures as a result of:
●
Increasing pressure (both politically, in terms of public opinion, and via shareholders) for ongoing third party assurance over the calculation and disclosure of risk weighted assets (RWAs) and
other key regulatory ratios.
●
Recent, high profile disclosures (such as Metro and Citibank) have further increased these market pressures.
●
Regulatory and other external drivers for undertaking reviews over COREP and Pillar 3, e.g. CBI’s Skilled Persons review or the upcoming SEAR requirements to evidence reasonable steps
when fulfilling personal responsibilities.
●
Pillar 3 disclosures are increasingly subject to external scrutiny and firms are expected to ensure their Pillar 3 are compliant with the rules.
On 24 June 2020 the EBA published it’s revised Implementing Technical Standards (ITS) on supervisory reporting changes related to CRR2. The changes affect reporting of own funds, credit risk,
counterparty credit risk, large exposures, leverage ratio, net stable funding ratio, FINREP and G-SII indicators. The review of the reporting framework is designed to replace the Commission's Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 680/2014. Additionally, as a result of a wide range of mitigating measures introduced by the regulators and government bodies in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, firms are now
subject to additional new reporting and disclosure requirements for exposures covered by these regulatory reliefs.

Key risks
●
●
●
●

The governance arrangements over COREP/Pillar 3 may not be effective.
The design and operating effectiveness of the controls over COREP/Pillar 3 may not be adequate.
Firms may not be submitting timely, complete and accurate returns to the regulator.
Firms may not be publicly disclosing clear information to investors.

Internal Audit focus areas
●

●
●
●

Independent assessments over COREP focused on re-performing calculations (covering rules and associated guidance),
assumptions and assessing compliance with the reporting instructions. PwC have a number of digital acceleration tools, including
regulatory calculators and cross-validations tools which can be leveraged to challenge firms regulatory submissions.
Supplementing the above with an assessment of the design and operating effectiveness of key controls including governance.
Independent assessments over Pillar 3 disclosure requirements focused on assessing whether the CRR rules (and associated EBA
templates and guideline requirements) have been met.
Supplementing the above with assessing the clarity of key messages and presentation of the Pillar 3 information
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Capital

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (ICAAP)
The ICAAP is an important discipline that all Irish regulated banks are required undertake to assess
how much capital they should hold for the risks inherent in their business. This process involves firms
identifying and assessing risk applicable to them and applying stress testing and scenario analysis.
This enables the firm to identify the amount of capital resource considered adequate to mitigate
against the risks to which the firm is exposed by understanding the vulnerabilities that the firm faces
under adverse conditions.
The ICAAP report and the stress and scenario testing results are often the first set of documents and
data that the CBI will assess before a SREP visit and the quality of these will set the tone of the
questions asked by the regulators.

There have been a large number of new regulatory publications in H1 2020 (mostly in
response to COVID-19) that impact firms capital adequacy assessment. These include:
●

Permitting the full use of available capital buffers to strengthen the resilience of the banking
sector in response to the crisis. These buffers include the Capital Conservation Buffer
(CCB), countercyclical buffer (CCyB) and Pillar 2 Guidance (P2G), as well the ability to use
Additional Tier 1 or Tier 2 instruments to meet Pillar 2 Requirements (P2R).

●

Amending existing regulations to support banks to mitigate the risk of counterparty defaults
and changes in the calculation of certain ratio requirements (e.g. CRR II IFRS 9 transitional
arrangements, NPL backstop guidance and treatment of central bank reserves in leverage

Key risks
●
●
●

Poor articulation of risk assessment, the risk management framework and risk appetite,
i.e. disjointed from business objectives.
Stress scenarios are not sufficiently varied and the underlying assumptions are not
sufficiently conservative.
Lack of knowledge at Board level, inhibiting effective challenge.

ratio calculation)
●

Postponing ongoing exercises (e.g. EBA Stress Test) and any remediation action associated
with previous inspections by six months (e.g. SREP, TRIM).

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

Design and robustness of strategies, policies, processes and systems in place in
identifying risks inherent within the business.
Stresses are appropriate to the risk exposures and the economic environment in
which the business operates.
Design and operating effectiveness of controls and governance over the ICAAP
process.
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Capital
Stress Testing
The EBA and the CBI have both provided stress testing guidance in the past few years. Stress
testing of firms’ financial stability is a key tool to assess the resilience of the business to potential
adverse events on the profit and loss, balance sheet and ability of the organisation to meet its
regulatory capital requirements.
The ongoing political and economic uncertainty associated with Brexit and COVID-19 may give rise to
some of these adverse events. The outcome of stress testing allows management to determine the
impact on capital plans and the management actions which may be required to manage the resulting
potential impacts.

Leverage Ratio
The leverage ratio serves as a backstop to risk-based capital requirements, providing an extra
layer of protection against model risk and measurement error. It must be reported by all banks
and is expected to become a comprehensive binding financial requirement from around 2021 (as
part of CRR2).
The leverage ratio is calculated as the ratio of Tier 1 capital to total exposures (the latter including
adjustments to balance sheet assets for derivatives, secured financing transactions and
off-balance sheet exposures).

Key risks
Key risks
●
●
●
●

Inadequate horizon scanning and firms’ inability to keep up with evolving regulatory
expectations.
Insufficient capital to meet regulatory requirements and adverse events.
Failure to identify all significant risks to the business, particularly those resulting from
external events.
Failure to regularly update scenarios for stress testing in line with changing
uncertainty in the environment.

● Leverage ratio may become the binding capital constraint for business models with low
risk weight density, impacting strategy and risk appetite.
● Inaccurate calculation of total exposures due to data constraints and/or misinterpretation
of rules relating to exposure calibration and netting.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●
●

Appropriateness of stress testing framework and methodologies
Alignment of stress testing with business planning and strategy.
Appropriateness and governance over stress testing scenarios.
Validation of models used for stress testing.
Completeness and accuracy of data used for stress testing calculations.
Appropriateness of climate change stress testing methodologies.

●

Robustness of end-to-end process and associated systems and controls for leverage
ratio reporting.
Approach to determining the appropriate treatment of complex/non-vanilla exposures
(e.g. long settlement transactions, derivatives with an underlying debt instrument, forward
starting repos).
Completeness and accuracy of data feeds and calculations, including application of
assumptions.
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Collections and recoveries process review

Collections and Recoveries process review
After introducing the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears in 2013, the CBI commenced collecting
detailed consumer data from selected regulated firms in 2013. The third Consumer Protection
Bulletin, published in May 2016, focused on the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears (‘CCMA’) and
the trends emerging from the Mortgage Arrears Resolution Process (‘MARP’) provided for in the
CCMA. The CCMA sets out statutory requirements for mortgage lenders dealing with borrowers in or
facing arrears on the mortgage loan secured by their primary residence. The CCMA provides a
strong consumer protection framework to protect borrowers struggling with mortgage repayments,
ensuring that they are treated in a fair and transparent manner by their lender.
The bulletin findings warrant a general reminder of the importance for all firms to ensure their
governance and risk management capabilities remain aligned with their business model risk profile
and appetite.
In addition to the CCMA, the CBI’s Consumer Protection Code 2012 applies to the regulated
activities of regulated entities operating in the State. The Code includes requirements setting out how
regulated entities must deal with and treat consumers who are in arrears on a range of loans
including credit cards, personal loans and buy-to-let mortgages. It does not apply to mortgages on a
primary residence – these are covered by the Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears.
The Consumer Protection Code requires lenders to seek to agree an approach that will assist a
consumer in dealing with an arrears problem.

●

●

Risk of relying on obsolete systems that do not meet business requirements and
risk of proliferation of manual processes – heavy reliance on manual workarounds
and end user computing programmes (e.g. excel spreadsheets).
Collections MI is not sufficiently granular to enable identification of trends and key
risk drivers at the portfolio and sub-portfolio level. There is lack of use of metrics
tailored to the types of exposures in the portfolio, e.g. borrower type,
industry/sector, geography.

Internal Audit focus areas
As part of an Internal Audit review, we focus on the following elements when assessing the
effectiveness (from a prudential risk perspective) of the processes and controls in place for
collections and recoveries activities

1

Appropriateness of prudential policies and procedures in procedures including but not limited
to Account Management, Risk Appetite Framework, definition of default etc

2

Effectiveness of controls around end-to-end collections and recoveries operations

Key risks
●
●

●

●

Risk appetite not being clearly defined and lacking the right level of oversight.
Lack of senior management ownership and accountability for maintaining policies and
procedures covering management of problem accounts, including collections,
forbearance and default.
Lack of contingency resource plans for collections and recoveries activities.
Inconsistencies in the application of the various policies and procedures as they relate to
the collections and recoveries process with the following elements: a) Risk Appetite; b)
Regulatory requirements; and c) Accounting definitions including IFRS 9.
Account monitoring is not ongoing: monitoring of credit quality of borrowers, changes in
credit risk, and payment performance is not taking place regularly. There is no clear
allocation of responsibilities when it comes to account monitoring.
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3
4
5

Adequacy of current resources, and of contingency plans

Identification by the business of any collections and forbearance arrangements where
missed payments are not reported and arrears do not accrue on the account

Review and assessment of management information on collections and recoveries activities
(including information reported to relevant governance committees at different levels of the
organisation
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COVID -19 support initiatives
The CBI has reduced the Countercyclical Capital Buffer, from 1% to 0% from no later than 2 April, 2020.
This ensures that banks are more flexible in keeping lending flowing and individuals and businesses can still
avail of credit. The main retail banks have introduced measures to help businesses and personal customers
whose personal and business circumstances have been impacted by the COVID-19 crisis. A continuity of
service plan is in place, so that critical functions can continue.
Banks introduced a three-month payment moratorium on mortgages, and personal and business loans for
some business and personal customers affected. On 30 April, the Banking and Payments Federation
announced that this payment break was extended to six months.
Banks are adopting a customer-focussed approach to businesses managing the effects of COVID-19 with a
variety of tailored supports including extensions of credit lines, risk guarantees, and trade finance.
The Minister for Finance deferred the collection of stamp duty on credit cards to July.
The limit for contactless payments was raised from €30 to €50 and was in place in many retailers by 1 April.
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The impact of COVID-19
While the COVID-19 lockdowns continue to ease, the insurance
sector – like many other sectors – now faces exceptional
uncertainty about the economic outlook. Even before COVID-19,
the insurance sector was facing considerable macroeconomic
pressure and this is likely to continue.

...with specific effects for the insurance
sector...

...which requires a rethink of
strategic priorities

Impact on the insurance sector

Top insurance sector priorities

COVID-19 has done more to raise the public awareness of the
role of insurers than possibly any other event in our lifetimes. But
it has also shone a light on the limitations of policy coverage, and
customer understanding of these limitations, particularly
regarding those risks that no individual or business had
envisaged.

Falling asset values impacting capital
strength

Reflect on current strategy and
positioning

Policy wordings under greater scrutiny

Going forward, customers may become discerning buyers of
insurance and as such, the quality of services offered and the
way providers use technology to enhance those will become
critical.

Tune in to changing customer
needs

Extreme pressure on some operating
models

Address the protection gap

Significant losses for certain classes of
business with product value erosion in
others

Assess the agility and resilience of
operations and contingency
planning

Vulnerability to reputational damage

Refocus on transforming and
digitising their operating models

But these challenges can be a catalyst for positive change and a
stimulus for the sector to reassess and reshape. Insurers need to
address legacy problems with a new sense of urgency and
position themselves to meet future challenges with greater
resilience and agility.

Change in customer attitudes and product
demand
Delay in some (but not all) regulatory
timelines

Prepare for future pandemics
Recruit and retain talent

COVID-19 is an epoch-defining event...
Our perspective on C-19’s impact for the insurance sector
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Recovery and resolution planning
While recovery and resolution (R&R) regimes have been in place for a number of years, rules are more advanced in banking than insurance. However, recent moves by the International Association of
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) to introduce guidance for supervisors, and The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority’s (EIOPA) ongoing development of pre-emptive recovery rules show
a shift is happening in insurance.
The IAIS also finalised the long-awaited Holistic Framework in November 2019, which includes tools and policy options for supervisors on a range of macroprudential issues, including recovery planning. It
followed this with the final version of an application paper on recovery planning which provides key indicators of what good practice looks like.
Under Solvency II, recovery plans are required from firms on a reactive basis when the Solvency Capital Requirement is breached. The major development we see is the need - at least for larger or
internationally active firms - to prepare preemptive recovery plans. The speed and scale of the recent Covid-19 developments further demonstrates the potential for severe stresses to emerge both from
within the insurance business and from connectivity to entities operating in the broader economy.
In order to facilitate increased awareness and preparedness within the (re)insurance firms, The CBI has published draft regulations, ‘Central Bank (Supervision and Enforcement) Act 2013 (Section 48 (1))
(Recovery Plan Requirements for insurers) Regulations 2020’ for public consultation. The public consultation process started from 25 June 2020 and will be open till 30 October 2020. The ‘Consultation
Paper 131 Regulations for pre-emptive recovery planning for (re)insurers’ is currently available on the CBI’s website.
The impact of COVID-19 led to material deteriorations in KPIs and KRIs for some firms as well as concerns where particular business models were (and are) impacted to a greater extent than the sector as a
whole. Regulators have responded with close and continuous supervision, seeking firms to retain financial resources, and requiring firms to prepare or update recovery and/or wind down plan in certain
circumstances.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●

Misunderstanding the scope and intentions of recovery planning as applicable to the insurance sector and not planning accordinging and/or providing poor responses to regulators on the topic.
Performing a desktop exercise with low levels of involvement from across the business, leading to insufficient consideration of the range of stresses the business impact/ability to recover from
these.
Limited involvement/awareness at Board level and so lack of challenge and perception that the exercise is of limited value.
Insufficient consideration of the practicalities of running a business and making decisions when experiencing a major stress, including the need for governance structures and communication
requirements.
Firms do not calibrate early warning indicators and recovery triggers appropriately to allow for the implementation and realisation of benefits from recovery plans.

Internal audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assessment of current approach against existing requirements based on size of firm and business model and plans for meeting future requirements.
Board awareness and understanding of the topic and regulator expectations.
Calibration of early warning indicators and recovery triggers, including escalation procedures and the communication strategy in crisis scenarios.
Design (type, severity, duration, etc.) of stress scenarios and approach to modelling.
Feasibility and credibility of recovery options and the ability to implement and realise benefits.
Usability of the recovery plan and/or playbook to support the navigation of crisis scenarios,
Recovery plans should be updated to include learnings from COVID-19.
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Liquidity
Liquidity risk management for insurers
Traditionally, the solvency position of insurers has been of keen interest to the CBI as a key supervisory metric. However, given the changes to insurers
investment strategies (for example, increasing investment in illiquid assets and use of derivatives) and the need to maintain appropriate liquid resources,
liquidity has been brought into focus. This has been especially true during COVID-19, as liquidity in the markets has reduced, potentially leading to market
value reductions or not meeting policyholder or third party obligations as they fall due.
Article 259(1) of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35 sets out the requirements of the approved risk management policies and controls.
When firms define a liquidity risk tolerance levels, regulators expect firms to: (1) Tailor tolerance levels to the needs of its business and the liquidity risks that
it faces; (2) Clearly define the types of assets which is deemed to be a liquid asset and available to cover liquidity needs.

Key considerations
●
●
●
●

Is there a clear definition of what is considered to be a liquid asset?
Are the risk tolerance limits clearly defined and is it relevant for the risk profile of the firm?
Do the stress tests adequately capture the range of liquidity risks that the firm is exposed to?
Is there a contingency plan in place in the event of liquidity issues and has the potential financial costs and the plausibility of the plan been
considered?

Key Risks
●
●
●
●
●

Lack of identification of granular sources of liquidity risk and data required, impacting the ability to sufficiently model and manage liquidity.
Illiquid assets and derivatives are not appropriately considered for liquidity risk.
Insufficient governance and liquidity risk management oversight to demonstrate end-to-end management of liquidity risks, including risk appetite
and monitoring not conducted, nor informed by stress and scenario testing.
Untested contingency plans and ongoing evaluation of the liquidity of assets during a stress event.
Poor process and systems infrastructure providing insufficient information and transparency to manage liquidity and treasury risks appropriately.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

Assess whether the liquidity framework is adequate to manage all risks, including appetite, metrics, allocation of responsibilities, escalation and
committees.
Assess whether the systems and controls used to capture, collate, and calculate liquidity data are adequate and proportionate. This includes
stress and scenario testing.
Assess whether management’s processes for structuring, monitoring, managing and reporting on liquidity risk information is adequate.
Assess whether the information provided to management is adequate and considers all risk factors.
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Capital management
Capital management
Until recently capital levels within the insurance industry have typically been sufficient with insurers able to access capital as needed. However, following an
increase in loss levels alongside the investment market disruption and subsequent decline caused by COVID-19, there has been increased focus by the
regulators on the processes and governance associated with how insurers manage capital and define their capital risk appetite.
During 2019, the Central Bank undertook a thematic inspection of the governance, oversight arrangements and internal controls in place to monitor the
generation and reporting of the Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR) calculation in a number of (re)insurance undertakings. This inspection followed on from a
‘Dear CEO’ letter issued in April 2018 relating to the Solvency II QRT reporting process. The inspection team noted a lack of robust controls to ensure the
accuracy of the input data supplied by information providers. SCR errors had occurred in many of the undertakings inspected. These issues were typically due
to errors within the source data provided by internal and external parties, as opposed to issues with the calculation process. The identified errors highlight the
importance of internal controls such as peer review and sign-off of data provided by the business for the purposes of the SCR calculation.
In addition, the statements issued by EIOPA in 2020 emphasised on the need to protect policyholders and maintain safety and soundness through adequate
capital management.

Key risks
●
●
●
●
●

Inadequate justification of the firm’s capital risk appetite.
Poor capital planning and monitoring processes, management information and governance.
Inappropriate stress scenarios (e.g. not sufficiently varied and severe).
Unrealistic management/mitigation actions to a significant fall in capital.
Lack of effective challenge from Board.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●
●
●

Assessment of the process and associated governance for recommending/paying dividends.
Design of capital management framework and operating effectiveness of controls and governance around capital management including Board and
senior management involvement/challenge.
Process for defining and revising capital risk appetite.
Adequacy of stress tests modelled (e.g. severity, plausibility and appropriateness given the firm’s business activities and environment), linkage
between stress testing and risk appetite, in particular the Board approved limits.
Management mitigating actions including access to capital.
Linking between financial planning process, capital management plans and ORSA.
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IFRS 17
IFRS 17 insurance contracts
The IASB issued the amendments to IFRS 17, ‘insurance contracts’, on 25 June 2020. This
concluded the IASB’s targeted amendments to IFRS 17 which aimed to ease implementation of the
standard by reducing implementation costs and making it easier for entities to explain, to investors
and others, the results from applying IFRS 17. IFRS 17 should be applied to annual reporting periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2023, with earlier application permitted. Within the European Union,
the adoption of IFRS 17 is subject to endorsement and a similar process is being implemented in the
UK post-Brexit.
The standard will impact all aspects of the business and early planning is key. The General
Measurement Model (GMM) is the default model for all insurance contracts under IFRS 17. The cost
of IFRS 17 implementation is significant for most (if not all) insurers.

Internal Audit focus areas
The impact of IFRS 17 is pervasive throughout the operations of insurance companies, with
the following areas most affected:
●
●
●
●

Internal Audit functions should be ready to provide relevant assurance in the run-up to and
after implementation. Some key areas of focus includes:
●

Key risks
●

●
●

●

●

●

●

A clear objective is lacking and/or is not being consistently communicated across the
organisation. There is a lack of robust governance structure with clear channels for
issues resolution and senior stakeholder engagement.
IFRS 17 compliance efforts and the programme around this is not delivering value or
desired functionality.
Key data is inaccurate or incomplete. IFRS 17 requires the unit of accounting for
insurance contracts is at a defined group level (group of contracts). This together
with some new data attributes means that policy, expense and other source data
feeding the accounting systems should be transformed.
Calculations to determine the Contractual Service Margin and the release of this to
profit are inaccurate. IFRS 17 requires that profit is released in a very systematic
way that requires complex calculations.
Accounting is inaccurate as result of inappropriate accounting logic or incomplete
chart of accounts. Unlike under IFRS 4, IFRS 17 drives accounting of insurance
results and balances through a complex chart of account.
Implementation plans do not appropriately consider the financial impact of IFRS 17
over the P&L,balance sheet and the change of behaviours in investors and
shareholders.
Lack of skilled resources to execute implementation effectively.
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Policy administration and accounting source systems.
Actuarial and financial modelling.
Financial accounting and reporting processes and systems.
Financial key performance indicators and management accounting.

●
●

●

●

Programme assurance/project governance: Given the significance of the IFRS 17
implementation programme to insurers, Internal Audit should challenge the business
now. Insurers should consider special Internal Audit projects on providing programme
assurance throughout implementation. Are there clear objectives and robust governance
structures, with clear channels for issue resolution? Are there granular project plans
showing detailed tasks, timelines and ownership?
Methodology: Assess the design/implementation of solutions and how the impact of
technical points raised by external auditors or other external reviews are being managed.
Data and systems: Challenge the business on the plan for developing an information
model and a robust data framework, which will enable the transition by
preparing/cleaning legacy data and gathering new data where necessary. Ensure the
business designs a clear systems plan for the most efficient end state to accommodate
the additional requirements.
Robust actuarial model development environment: Internal controls over actuarial
models are key to ensure accurate and complete IFRS 17 results.
Controls: As implementation develops, controls across the business including those
around data capture, security, modelling and financial reporting will need to be revised
for changes in processes.
Wider business impact: Do the business’s new product development processes and
controls incorporate consideration of the IFRS 17 implications including the impact on
long term incentive planning, budgeting and forecasting in a new IFRS 17 world and
dependencies on other change projects across the organisation?
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Legislative updates

Commencement of the Consumer Insurance Contracts Act 2019
The Consumer Insurance Contract Act 2019 (the 2019 Act or the Act) is set to change the way life and non-life insurers contract with consumers. The majority of the
2019 Act’s provisions are set to come into effect on 1 September 2020. However, some aspects of the Act contained in sections 8, 9, 12 and 14 will not be coming
into effect until 1 September 2021 to allow insurers time to comply with those requirements.

The legislative requirements that come into effect from 1 September 2020
●
●
●
●
●
●

Invalidation basis of contract clauses that have the effect of converting pre-contractual representations into contractual warranties.
The abolition of the principle of insurable interest as a prerequisite for making a valid claim.
The enhancement of third party rights to take claims against insurers.
Limitations on an insurers ability to exercise their subrogation rights against family members, personal contacts and employees of policyholders.
Increased claims handling duties for insurers.
A new cooling-off period, which will give a consumer the right to cancel a contract within 14 working days after the date the consumer was informed that
the contract was concluded. The cooling-off period does not apply to contracts that are covered by the cancellation rights set out in the European
Communities (Distance Marketing of Consumer Financial Services) Regulations 2004, but will apply to corporate bodies that fall within the definition of
“consumer” under the 2019 Act.

Key risks
●
●
●
●

Firms failing to prepare for the implementation of the legislative requirements introduced by the Act.
Firms failing to have appropriate and effective strategies, governance, control and oversight of their new activities in line with legislative
expectations.
Firms failing to plan for relevant disclosures and comms to customers as a result of the new legislative requirements.
Firms continuing to carry out practices that are not in line with the Act. .

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●

Review the strategy and governance arrangements in place over the implementation of the Act.
Assess the adequacy of documentation to evidence that the firm is complying with the requirements of the Act..
Assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the new controls in place to ensure adequate implementation of and/or compliance with the Act.
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Insurance pricing and product value
Insurance Pricing: The CBI review and future remedies
The CBI has concluded the first phase of its Review of Differential Pricing in the Motor and Home Insurance Markets and issued a letter to the insurance sector setting out its expectations in respect of the
pricing of insurance policies.The Review, which commenced in January 2020, is being conducted in three phases: (1) market analysis; (2) quantitative analysis and consumer insight; and (3) findings and
recommendations.
The CBI requires the firms to immediately:
●

Assess their own pricing methodologies against the Central Bank’s definition of differential pricing. If a firm does not consider its pricing practices to fall under the definition of differential
pricing, the rationale for this should be clearly documented and agreed by the Board.
●
Take responsibility at Board level for the impact of differential pricing on customers, to ensure a firm’s pricing practices are well-governed, controls operate effectively and appropriate oversight
is in place, with roles and responsibilities for pricing activities clearly defined.
●
Ensure that a fully embedded consumer protection risk framework is in place to manage conduct risk and drive positive behaviours. This framework should form an integral part of the pricing
process to ensure fair treatment of consumers in accordance with the Consumer Protection Code 2012.
Phase 2 of the Review - quantitative analysis and consumer insight – is now underway and extensive supervisory engagement with firms is continuing. The Central Bank will determine further actions based
on the outcomes of this work.

Key risks
●
●
●
●

Firms failing to estimate and prepared for the financial impact of potential remedies across the pricing and business models when remedies are published.
Firms failing to have appropriate and effective strategies, governance, control and oversight of their pricing practices and activities in line with regulatory expectations.
Firms failing to plan for improvements to disclosures and comms to customers including improvements to Product Oversight and Governance processes.
Firms continuing to carry out practices considered unfair by the regulator resulting on risk of regulatory intervention.

Internal Audit focus areas
●
●
●
●

Review and improve the governance arrangements in place over pricing.
Assess the adequacy of documentation to evidence that the firm is treating customers fairly in relation to pricing.
Assess the adequacy of controls in place to identify and manage differential pricing that could be considered unfair.
Review whether appropriate information is being used within pricing models in line with regulatory requirements.
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Policy coverage on business interruption
Business interruption insurance and COVID-19 impact: General insurers
On 5 August 2020 the CBI published Business Interruption Insurance Supervisory Framework. The Framework sets out the Central Bank’s expectations of insurance firms in handling COVID-19 related
business interruption insurance claims.The Framework outlines:
●
The CBI’s approach to the identification of potentially systemic issues of customer harm;
●
The CBI’s expectations of insurers to address those issues where identified; and
●
The escalation strategy for intervention by the CBI where necessary.
The CBI expect firms to adopt a customer first approach to the resolution of business interruption issues. Whilst some business interruption insurance policies cover the circumstances of interruption related to
the outbreak of COVID-19, some do not. In addition, some policies are unclear on the coverage but a strong or reasonable argument can be made that they do provide cover. The Framework is designed to
identify and monitor insurers’ approaches to these types of policies, to set out our expectations in relation to same, and to indicate that matters will be escalated where those expectations are not met.

Key risks
●

Firms failing to properly identify and communicate with policyholders that are affected by the latest Business Interruption Framework.

●
●

Firms failing to appropriately estimate the impact of business interruption claims in their financial statements.
Firms to update and implement changes to claims and complaints processes to
●
Provide up to date information to policy holders on the test case.
●
Swiftly process claims once more information is available.
Failing to identify drivers of harm to consumers as a result of products and processes offered.

●
●
●

●

Firms failing to identify and put in place mitigation plans for those areas where risk of harm to customers is higher.
Firms failing to identify deficiencies in Insurance Distribution Directive (IDD) implementation which could result in significant risk of harm. Firms need to review their customer journeys to ensure
appropriate levels of compliance including consideration of impact of third parties such as brokers, appointed representatives and price comparison websites and any reliance placed over controls
and compliance by third parties.
Firms need to implement remedies determined subsequent to identification of impacted areas, risk of implementation failure and inconsistent customer outcomes as a result.

Data Analytics in this area
Review and assess the project documentation, governance arrangements and controls over the CBI COVID-19 exercise.
●
●

Assess quality and adequacy of documentation on the project.
Consider how management monitored potential scenarios and financial impact estimation of CBI test case results.

Internal audit focus areas
●
●
●

Review and assess the project documentation, governance arrangements and controls over the CBI COVID-19 exercise.
Assess quality and adequacy of documentation on the project.
Consider how management monitored potential scenarios and financial impact estimation of CBI test case results.
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Appendices

Glossary
acronyms
abbreviations
Glossary ofof
acronyms
andand
abbreviations
ABC

Anti-Bribery and Corruption

CD

Continuous Delivery

EIOPA

AIFMD

Alternative Investment Fund Managers

CDD

Customer Due Diligence

Authority

ALM & TMS Asset Liability Management & Treasury

CFP

Contingency Funding Plan

ESG

Environment, Social and corporate Governance

Management Softwares

CGC

Corporate Governance Code

EU

European Union

AMDL

Anti-Money Laundering Directive

CI

Continuous Integration

EU MDR

EU Mandatory Disclosure Regime

AML

Anti-Money Laundering

CMG

Clearing Member Guaranteed

EWI

Early Watchlist Indicators

ARA

Alternative Repayment Arrangements

CMH

Client Money Held

EWRA

Enterprise Wide Risk Assessments

ARCC

Alternative Reference Rates Committee

COH

Customer Orders Handled

EWSS

Employment Wage Subsidy Scheme

ASA

Assets Safeguarded & Administered

CON

Concentration Risk

FCA

Financial Conduct Authority

ASIC

Australian Securities and Investments

COREP

Common Reporting Framework

FDI

Foreign Direct Investment

AUM

Assets Under Management

CRD

Capital Requirements Directive

FINREP

Financial Reporting

AWM

Asset and Wealth Management

CRR

Capital Requirements Regulations

FRTB

Fundamental Review of the Trading Book

BAU

Business As Usual

CSO

Central Statistics Office

FI

Financial Institution

BCM

Banking and Capital Markets

CSP

Cloud Service Providers

FOR

Fixed Overhead Requirement

BEPS

Base Erosion and Profit Sharing

D&I

Diversity & Inclusion

FS

Financial Services

BES

Biennial Exploratory Scenario on the financial risks

DevOps

IT Development and Operations

FTP

Funds Transfer Pricing

from climate change

DNB

Dutch Central Bank

FTTR

Finance, Treasury, Tax & Risk

BoE

Bank of England

DTF

Daily Trading Flow

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

CBI

Central Bank of Ireland

EBA

European Banking Authority

GMM

General Measurement Model

CCB

Capital Conservation Buffer

ECB

European Central Bank

GoI

Government of Ireland

CCP

Central Counterparty Clearing House

EDD

Enhanced Due Diligence

G-SII

Global Systemically Important Institutions

CCMA

Code of Conduct on Mortgage Arrears

EEA

European Economic Area

HR

Human Resources

CCyB

Counter Cyclical Capital Buffer

EMIR

European Market Infrastructure Regulation
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Glossary
acronyms
abbreviations
Glossary ofof
acronyms
andand
abbreviations
cont.d
G-SII

Global Systemically Important Institutions

MARP

Mortgage Arrears Resolution Process

SLA

Service Level Agreement

HR

Human Resources

MI

Management Information

SME

Subject Matter Expert

I&D

Inclusion & Diversity

MiFID

Markets in Financial Instruments Directive

SMF

Senior Management Function

IA

Internal Audit

MMFR

Money Market Funding Regulation

SOFR

Secure Overnight Financing Rate

IASB

International Accounting Standards Board

MREL

Minimum Requirements for own funds and Eligible

SONIA

Sterling Overnight Index Average

ICAAP

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process

Liabilities

SREP

Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process

IDD

Insurance Distribution Directive

MRT

Material Risk Taker

SS 19/13

Supervisory Statement 19/13 'Resolution Planning'

IFD

Investment Firms Directive

NCA

National Crime Agency

STOR

Suspicious Transaction and Order Reports

IFR

Investment Firms Regulation

NFC

Non Financial Counterparts

STR

Suspicious Transactions Reporting

ILAAP

Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process

NPI

Non pharmaceutical interventions

TCD

Trading Counterparty Default

IMA

Investment Management Account

ORSA

Own risk and solvency assessment

TCFD

Taskforce of Climate-related Financial Disclosures

IPU

Intermediate Parent Undertaking

PCF

Pre-approved Control Function

TTP

Temporary Transitional Powers

IR Swaps Interest Rate Swaps

PMR

Permanent Minimum Capital Requirement

TTR

Trade and Transaction Reporting

ISDA

international Swaps and Derivatives Association

PRA

Prudential Regulatory Authority

TWSS

Temporary Wage Subsidy Scheme

IT

Information Technology

PRI

Principles for Responsible Investing

UBO

Ultimate Beneficial Owner

ITS

Implementation Technical Standards

RFR

Risk Free Rate

UCITS

Undertakings for Collective Investment in

ITSM

IT Service Management

RTS

Regulatory Technical Standards

Transferable Securities

KRI

Key Risk Indicators

RWA

Risk Weighted Asset

VoP

KYC

Know Your Customer

SAR

Suspicious Activity Reporting

LCH

London Clearing House

SEAR

Senior Executive Accountability Regime

LIBOR

London Inter-Bank Offered Rate

SFTR

Securities Financing Transactions Reporting

M&A

Mergers & Acquisitions

SFAP

Sustainable Finance Action Plan
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Contact details
If you have any questions on any of the topics in this document, or would like a planning session, please
reach out to your relationship contact or one of the following:

Andy Banks
Internal Audit Partner
PwC Ireland
T: +353 (1) 792 6805
E: andy.j.banks@pwc.com

Chris Cowley
Internal Audit Director
PwC Ireland
T: +353 (1) 792 8258
E: chris.cowley@pwc.com
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